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Zusammenfassung
Die Urspru¨ngliche Massenfunktion beschreibt die Masseverteilung einer Sternpulation und
kleineren Objekten zum Zeitpunkt ihrer Geburt. Sie definiert die Entwicklung der Stern-
population und gibt Auskunft u¨ber die Sternentstehungsgeschichte. Die Bestimmung der Ur-
spru¨nglichen Massenfunktion im substellaren Bereich ist bis heute eine ungekla¨rte Frage in der
Astrophysik. Braune Zwerge haben nicht genug Masse um das Wasserstoffbrennen aufrecht zu
erhalten. Als Konsequenz sind Masse und Alter entartet und somit kann ein a¨lteres massereiches
Objekt von einem jungen massearmen Objekt nicht unterschieden werden. In dieser Doktorar-
beit werde ich, mit Hilfe verschiedener Beobachtungsmethoden zur Charakterisierung Brauner
Zwerge, daran arbeiten das allgemeine Problem zur Bestimmung der Urspru¨nglichen Massen-
funktion besser zu verstehen.
In meinem ersten Projekt berechnete ich die trigonometrische Parallaxe einer Auswahl von 6
kalten Braunen Zwergen. Ich bestimmte die Leuchtkraft fr diese Objekte und fand heraus,
dass mo¨glicherweise ein Objekt ein bina¨res System aus zwei Braunen Zwergen ist. In meinem
zweiten Projekt besta¨tigte, ich mit Hilfe spektroskopischer Daten, die Alter von sieben Braunen
Zwergen (die Alter liegen zwischen 1 Million und 150 Millionen Jahren). Das Ziel des letzten
Projekts meiner Doktorarbeit war es den Anteil der bina¨ren Systeme Brauner Zwerge, mit Hilfe
spektroskopischer Daten von 22 Objekten im Optischen und Nahinfraroten, genauer zu bestim-
men. Ich fand sechs neue Kandidaten binrer Systeme Brauner Zwerge, von denen bereits zwei
bekannt gewesen waren. Die, in dieser Doktorarbeit, bestimmten Distanzen, Alter und Anteile
bina¨rer Systeme von Braunen Zwergen tragen zur Bestimmung der Urspru¨nglichen Massenfunk-
tion bei.
In den na¨chsten Jahren werden der Gaia Satellit, das James Webb Teleskop und das E-ELT
neue Daten liefern, die uns erlauben weitere Bina¨rsysteme Brauner Zwerge zu entdecken, deren
Atmosphere und Entwicklung und die Urspru¨ngliche Massenfunktion zu bestimmen.
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Abstract
The initial mass function describes the distribution of masses for a population of stars and sub-
stellar objects when they are born. It defines the evolution of a population of stars and provides
constrains on the star formation theory. The determination of the initial mass function in the sub-
stellar regime is still an open question in Astrophysics. Brown dwarfs do not have enough mass
to sustain hydrogen fusion. As a consequence, mass and age are degenerate for these objects. An
older high mass object may be indistinguishable from a younger low mass object. In this PhD
thesis, through the characterization of brown dwarfs using several observational methods, I work
towards solving the general problem of constraining the substellar initial mass function.
In my first project, I calculated trigonometric parallaxes of a sample of six cool brown dwarfs. I
determined the luminosity for our objects and I found that one of them might be a brown dwarf
binary. In my second project, I confirmed the youth of seven brown dwarfs (ages between 1 and
150 Myr) using spectroscopic data. In the last project of this PhD thesis, I aimed to refine the
brown dwarf binary fraction using spectroscopic data in the optical and in the near infrared for
22 brown dwarfs. I found six new brown dwarf binary candidates, two of them were previously
known. The determination of distances, ages and the refinement of the brown dwarf binary
fraction in this PhD thesis contribute to the determination of the initial mass function.
In the next years, the Gaia satellite, the James Webb Space Telescope and the E-ELT will provide
new data, allowing the discovery of new brown dwarf binaries, the constraining of atmospheric
and evolutionary models, and the refinement of the intial mass function.
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1
Introduction
“Man must rise above the Earth, to the top of the atmosphere and beyond, for only thus will he fully
understand the world in which he lives.”
— Socrates
The existence of substellar objects with masses between stars and planets was theoretically predicted 50
years ago. Only 20 years ago, the first brown dwarfs were discovered. Since then, more than 1000 brown
dwarfs have been found, establishing the connection between stars and planets.
1.1 The Initial Mass Function and the importance of brown
dwarf characterization
The initial mass function (IMF) is a empirical function that describes the distribution of masses for a
population of stars and substellar objects when they are born. The Vogt-Russell Theorem states that
the structure of a star in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium is determined by the total mass and the
chemical composition of the star, provided that the total pressure, the internal energy per unit mass, opacity
and energy generation rate are functions only of the local values of density, temperature and chemical
composition. Furthermore, the mass and composition of a star determine its radius, luminosity and its
evolution in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. Therefore, if the IMF is known for a population of
stars with broadly the same composition, we can determine the evolution of this population.
The empirical determination of the IMF and its possible variations in time and space provide fundamental
constraints on the star formation theory. Many stars form in groups in star forming regions and clusters.
The observed IMF in these regions provide information on the mass distribution and how the initial general
and local conditions influence the distribution of the stellar masses.
1
2 Introduction
The first attempts to empirically derive the IMF were made by Salpeter (1955) and Miller & Scalo (1979),
who derived the IMF by studying the luminosity function, i.e. the number of stars per luminosity interval,
of field stars in the Solar neighborhood. Salpeter (1955) determined that the IMF is a power law: φ(m) ∝
m−α, in which α = 2.35 for stars with masses between 0.4M and 10M. This IMF shows that the number
of stars in each mass range increases rapidly with decreasing mass. Miller & Scalo (1979) improved
the luminosity function of Salpeter (1955) using the newest parallax data at that time and extended the
IMF down to 0.1M and up to 50M. Kroupa (2001) updated the IMF to allow the power law to change
depending on the mass interval. Chabrier (2003) attempted to extend the IMF (φ(m)) down to the substellar
regime:
φ(m)∆m = Am exp[
−(log(m)−log(mc))2
2∗σ2 ], for objects with M < 1M,
where: A = 0.158+0.051−0.046; mc = 0.079
+0.021
−0.016;σ = 0.69
+0.05
−0.01
Nevertheless, as this result is based in theoretical brown dwarf models, which did not account for all com-
plex processes like dust sedimentation, cloud diffusion, and non-equilibrium chemistry, the IMF derived
by Chabrier (2003) in the substellar regime needs to be utilized with care. In Figure 1.1 (Bastian et al.
2010), I show the value of Γ (α = Γ + 1) for the IMF for clusters, nearby star-formation regions, asso-
ciations, and the field as a function of sampled stellar mass together with the IMF from Salpeter (1955),
Kroupa (2001) and Chabrier (2003).
Objects in the substellar regime (M ≤ 75MJup) do not have enough mass to sustain hydrogen fusion,
therefore during their evolution, substellar objects cool down (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997; Burrows et al.
1997a) and are never static in luminosity or in the HR diagram. This implies that there is no direct relation
between spectral types, masses and ages. Due to the difficulty in measuring masses, it is challenging to
constrain the IMF in the substellar regime.
There have been several attempts to determine the field IMF in the substellar regime using simulations
(Burgasser 2004; Deacon et al. 2008; Day-Jones et al. 2013) and in several open clusters (Zapatero Osorio
et al. 2004a; Caballero et al. 2007; Melnikov & Eislo¨ffel 2012; Scholz et al. 2013). Nevertheless, it is
necessary to characterize volume-limited samples in the field to address observationally the problem of
the IMF in the substellar regime.
1.2 Brown Dwarfs: Neither Stars nor Planets
Brown dwarfs (13MJup < M < 75MJup) are substellar objects which are not able to sustain hydrogen fu-
sion.
In 1963 Kumar (1963a,b) inferred the existence of a limiting mass below which a contracting star cannot
reach the main-sequence stage because the temperature and density at the center are too low for hydrogen-
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Figure 1.1: From Bastian et al. (2010). A representation of the alpha plot by Scalo (1998) and Kroupa
(2001). We show the derived index, Γ (α = Γ + 1), of the initial mass function (IMF) in clusters, nearby
star-forming regions, associations, and the field as a function of sampled stellar mass. The colored solid
lines represent three analytical IMFs: Shown in green is the Chabrier (2003) IMF (the dashed green line
is an extrapolation into the substellar regime), with the Salpeter (1955) IMF in light blue, and the Kroupa
(2001) IMF in orange (which is essentially Salpeter above 1M). Open circles represent results from
studies where no errors for Γ are are provided. Filled circles are accompained with their corresponding
errors.
burning to start. Calculating convective interior models for stars with masses between 0.09 and 0.04
solar masses (M), he estimated the hydrogen-burning mass limit to be 0.07M for objects belonging
to the population I (solar metallicity objects) and 0.09M for objects that belong to the population II
(low metallicity objects) (Kumar 1963a,b). In the core of objects with masses below these limits, the
slow increment of the central temperature, combined with the quick increment of the central density will
cause the core gas to become partially degenerate, before the core temperature is high enough to begin
thermonuclear reactions. Kumar called these objects black dwarfs. At the same time, Hayashi & Nakano
(1963) developed a similar theory to determine the hydrogen-burning minimum mass, determining this
limit at 0.07M, with a maximum core temperature of 3.5 x 106 K. Objects with masses below this limit
cool down indefinitely. The term brown dwarf was not introduced until 1975 by J. Tarter, to differentiate
these objects from another kind of object which had already been named black dwarfs, specifically those
white dwarfs that have cooled down to a point at which they do no emit significant heat.
4 Introduction
Figure 1.2: From Burrows et al. (2001). Evolution of temperature with time for stars (blue lines), brown
dwarfs (green lines) and exoplanets (red lines). Every line represents the evolution of temperature for a
different mass. For a given object, the gold dots mark when 50% of the deuterium has bunred and the
magenta dots mark when 50% of the lithium has burned.
30 years after their theoretical prediction, the first brown dwarfs were discovered. The first brown dwarfs
to be found were GD165 (Becklin & Zuckerman 1988), PPl 15 (Basri et al. 1995), Teide1 (Rebolo et al.
1995) and Gliese229B (Nakajima et al. 1995). This last one was the first T brown dwarf discovered. Since
then, with 2MASS, DENIS, SDSS, UKIDSS and WISE surveys, more than 1000 brown dwarfs have been
found1. During their lives, brown dwarfs cool down and change spectral types, moving from the M, to the
L, the T and finally to the recently discovered, Y spectral class (Cushing et al. 2011).
In Figure 1.2 the temperature of low mass stars (∼ 80MJup - blue lines), brown dwarfs (13MJup to 73MJup
- green lines) and exoplanets (0.3MJup to 13MJup - red lines) are shown. As brown dwarfs cool down
with time, in contrast to stars, there is no correlation between spectral types, masses and ages. This is the
so-called age-mass degeneracy (Burrows et al. 2001).
1www.dwarfarchives.org
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1.2.1 Ultracool dwarf spectral characteristics
During their evolution, brown dwarfs cool down effective temperature, therefore changing spectral types
and molecular and atomic spectral characteristics. There are several molecular absorptions and atomic
lines present in the spectra of M, L and T dwarfs, the most important in the red optical and near infrared:
• In the z-band we find Ti, Fe, Ca, Si and Mg atomic lines, in M-dwarfs, that disappear in early
L-dwarfs. The FeH molecular absorption at 0.9969 µm is also present in the M-dwarfs. The VO
band at ∼1.06 µm appears in the mid-M dwarfs and it is maximum at M9, and disappears in the
mid-L dwarfs. The amount of flux in this band decreases with spectral type.
• In the J-band we find the Na I doublet at 1.14 µm and the two K doubles at 1.175 and 1.25 µm in
the M, L and T dwarfs. In the M until the mid-L, the Fe feature at 1.189 µm is present. In the T
dwarfs, we find the CH4 bands from 1.15 to 1.25 µm.
• In the H-band we find in H2O band from the mid-M dwarfs through the L and T dwarf sequence.
Absorption due to the FeH molecule appears in the mid-M dwarfs in the wavelength range between
1.59 to 1.75 µm (Cushing et al. 2003). In the T sequence, appear the CH4 bands at ∼1.67 µm and
are also present in the late L-dwarfs (McLean et al. 2003).
• In the K-band, there are 12CO molecular absorptions from 2.29 µm in the M and L dwarfs and H2O
bands from mid-M dwarfs through the L and T sequence. CH4 bands at 2.2 µm appear in late L
dwarfs onwards.
1.2.2 Young brown dwarfs: brown dwarfs or free-floating planets?
Young brown dwarfs, with ages below 200 Myr, are still contracting (Burrows et al. 1997b; Baraffe et al.
1998a). Therefore, young objects can have larger radii, lower gravity and higher luminosities than older
and more massive objects despite an identical effective temperature. In Fig. 1.3, Burrows et al. (2001)
presents models that represent the evolution of radii with time for stars (blue lines), brown dwarfs (green
lines) and exoplanets (red lines).
Low surface gravity affects in the optical and near infrared spectra of young brown dwarfs. Young objects
with low surface gravity have weaker alkali lines in the optical and in the near infrared, their H-band
spectra have a triangular shape and they have redder colors in the near infrared compared to their older
counterparts. Redder colors in the near infrared may be due to a dustier atmosphere. The sedimentation of
dust is less efficient in young brown dwarfs due to their low surface gravities and the dust persists in the
high atmosphere of these objects. In Figure 1.4, from Manjavacas et al. (2014), I show an age-sequence
of spectra in the J and K band of several objects with the same spectral type (M9.5), but with different
gravities. We can observe the effect of gravity for the different objects (g∼M/R2).
6 Introduction
Figure 1.3: From Burrows et al. (2001). Evolution of radius with time for stars (blue lines), brown dwarfs
(green lines) and exoplanets (red lines). Every line represents the evolution of radius for a different mass.
Young brown dwarfs have usually lower masses as well, some of them below minimal brown dwarf mass.
This limit is defined by the IAU in 13 MJup, and it is the minimum mass to burn deuterium. However,
this mass limit does not differentiate between possible origins of the object. There are some companions
to stars with masses higher than 13 MJup, as for example NGC 4349 127 b, with M∼20 MJup (Lovis &
Mayor 2007), and free-floating objects with masses below 13 MJup, like for example Cha 110913-773444
with M∼8 MJup (Luhman et al. 2005a). This brings up a very important question: should NGC 4349 127 b
considered a brown dwarf and Cha 110913-773444 a free-floating planet?
The exact boundary line between planets and brown dwarfs has been further come into question with the
discovery of directly imaged planets. Some directly imaged planets are photometric and spectroscopic
matches to L-type young brown dwarfs. An example of the difficulties in differentiating young brown
dwarfs from exoplanets is given in Chapter 4 (Manjavacas et al. 2014). In this work, we found that the
spectrum of the young L2 object, 2MASS J232252.99-615127.5 (Cruz et al. 2009a), is well reproduced by
the spectrum of 1RXS J160929.1-210524b (Lafrenie`re et al. 2008a, 2010a), a planetary mass companion
(8+4−2MJup) to a young solar-mass star. Thus, it is still unclear what observational difference between
planetary-mass young brown dwarfs and planet companions to stars.
The study of the spectral characteristics of young objects provide an idea of the ages of these objects,
allowing constraints on masses for these objects and therefore breaking the so-called age-mass degeneracy.
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Figure 1.4: From Manjavacas et al. (2014). Age-sequence of different objects with similar spectral type
(M9.5) and different gravities in the J (right plot) and H band (left plot). We can appreciate the difference
of the spectral characteristics for these objects when we go from higher (upper spectrum) to lower gravities
(bottom spectrum).
1.2.3 Brown dwarf binarity
Most stars are discovered in binary or multiple systems (Raghavan et al. 2010). Binaries or multiple
systems provide constraints on fundamental parameters such as dynamical masses (Konopacky et al. 2013)
that are an essential test of the evolutionary models. Several authors derived empirical masses for brown
dwarfs: Lane et al. (2001), Zapatero Osorio et al. (2004b), Dupuy et al. (2009), Dupuy et al. (2010),
Konopacky et al. (2010), Dupuy & Liu (2012a) and Dupuy et al. (2014). Binaries are also contaminants
to calculate number densities and the initial mass function. In addition, photometric distances estimated
for binaries are systematically too low, due to their higher luminosity compared to single objects with the
same spectral type.
The binary fraction decreases when the mass decreases, from 80%-60% for O, A and B stars to 40% for
M dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2007; Goldman et al. 2008). This tendency seems to continue in the brown
dwarf regime, where the binary fraction is estimated to be around 20% for L- and T- brown dwarfs (Gizis
et al. 2003; Burgasser et al. 2007; Goldman et al. 2008).
Allen (2007) used Bayesian techniques to retrieve the underlying mass ratio and semi-major axis distribu-
tion for low mass stellar and brown dwarf companions. He found the peak of the separation distribution
of brown dwarfs is approximately 3 au (see Figure 1.5) and that 98% of the brown dwarf binaries have
separations smaller than 20 au. The peak of the separation distribution is very close to the resolution limit
of high resolution imaging surveys (Burgasser et al. 2007). The best resolution reached with HST (Hub-
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ble Space Telescope) or with Keck II using adaptive optics is 0.”2, so for brown dwarf binary systems at
typical distances of 20-40 pc, the smallest separation we can resolve is 4-8 au.
Joergens (2008) concluded after studying brown dwarf binaries in the Chameleon star forming region, that
the percentage of brown dwarfs systems with separations smaller than ∼1 au is less than 10%.
Figure 1.5: From Allen (2007). Separation distribution of M and L dwarfs (solid line, from Burgasser
et al. (2007)) and G stars (dashed line, from Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)).
Burgasser et al. (2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014b) have developed an empirical method
to detect spectrally blended brown dwarf binaries (i.e. L plus T or M plus T) using seeing-limited spec-
troscopy, studying those parts of the spectra that are peculiar compared to single objects. In general these
type of spectral binaries show a bluer spectral energy distribution in the near infrared than single objects
of the same spectral type, and some spectral features are stronger, like the CH4 and H2O features at 1.1 µm
which are deeper for binaries and the CH4 feature at 1.6 µm which is stronger in comparison to the 2.2 µm
CH4 band.
1.3 Brown dwarf atmospheric models
Atmospheric models allow us to disentangle the effect of varying Teff , log g, and (metallicity) M/H on the
spectral features of brown dwarfs.
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we test different versions of the BT-Settl atmospheric models (Allard et al. 2001)
using photometric colors (Chapter 3) or spectroscopy (Chapters 4 and 5).
The cloud model for the BT-Settl models are implemented in the PHOENIX in the atmospheric code version
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15.5 (Allard et al. 2001). The PHOENIX models suppose the following assumptions:
• Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE): The emitted radiation is represented by a blackbody
spectrum which interacts with the matter inside the volume. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
is used to calculate the number of atoms or molecules in different excited energy states. The Saha
equation determines the number of atoms in different ionization states.
• Plane parallel and spherical atmospheres: The physical variables depend only on the vertical depth.
• Hydrostatic equilibrium: The object does not experience radical modifications in its structure, like
large scale pulsations or mass loss.
• Mixing length and microturbulence: The convection in the atmosphere is described by the mixing-
length theory, which models parcels of gas rising and disintegrating after a typical mixing length
distance. This microturbulence is a form of turbulence that changes over small distance scales and
causes broadening of the absorption lines in the spectrum and depends on the effective temperature
and the surface gravity.
In the BT-Settl models, the opacity contribution of the strongest atomic lines are accounted for up to
5000Å from line centers. The atmospheric models are characterized by: 1/ surface gravity, log(g), 2/
effective temperature, Teff , 3/ the mixing length, 4/ the microturbulence velocity, set to 2 km/s and 5/ the
element abundances set to solar abundances.
The chemical equilibrium of the PHOENIX is solved for 40 elements with six ionization stages per element
and 600 relevant molecular species for oxygen-rich ideal gas compositions (Allard & Hauschildt 1995). As
brown dwarfs cool down with time, more condensates form and sediment out of the upper atmosphere. The
BT-Settl models, adopt the equations for condensation, coagulation and sedimentation time scales from
Rossow (1978). According to Allard et al. (2001) the models predict that most of the hydrogen is locked
in H2, the oxygen is in CO, H2O and SiO and the carbon in CO and CH4 in brown dwarfs atmospheres.
For Teff lower than 2600 K, several species start to condensate. The first species to condensate is ZrO2 at T
∼ 2000 K and corundum (Al2O3) at T ∼ 1800 K. At temperatures lower than 1600 K, MgAl2O4, CaSiO3,
Ca2SiO4, Ca2Al2SiO7, Ca2MgSi2O7, CaMgSi2O6, Ti4O7 and Ti2O3. When the effective temperature
decreases, more grains appear, like enstatite (MgSiO3) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and TiO, FeH and CaH
are strongly depleted. Other less reactive elements like Li, K, Rb, Cs ad CrH are unaffected and the
detection of their features is easier in these objects’ spectra. At effective temperatures between 1800 and
1000 K methane (CH4) appears and CO disappears.
The BT-Settl models assume a plane-parallel symmetry, i.e. an homogeneous distribution of clouds across
the surfaces of brown dwarfs. The number of density grains is provided by the chemical equilibrium
calculations. The grains have diameters between 0.00625 and 0.24 µm.
The molecular opacity database includes: 1/ a list of 43x106 atomic transitions (Kurucz 1994), 2/ collision-
induced absorption opacities for H2, He, H, N2, Ar, CH4 and CO2 (Borysow et al. 1997), 3/ H2O and TiO
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linelist (Schwenke 1998), 4/ a CO linelist (Goorvitch 1994; Goorvitch & Chackerian 1994b,a), 5/ VO and
CrH lines and 6/ FeH lines (Phillips & Davis 1993).
In Figure 1.6 the result of the computed BT-Settl models is shown.
Figure 1.6: From Allard et al. (2001). Spectral sequence of synthetic spectra of brown dwarfs. From top
to bottom, Teff= 2500, 1900, 1300, 700, 400 and 200 K, for log g = 5.0.
2
Outline of this Dissertation
In order to determine the initial mass function in the substellar regime and to constraint the different brown
dwarf formation scenarios, it is mandatory to determine the brown dwarf physical properties, specifically
masses. To estimate brown dwarf masses, it is necessary in most cases to constrain the age, as explained
in Section 1.2. A proper characterization of a large brown dwarf sample helps to improve atmospheric and
evolutionary models and to progress in our knowledge of the physics of these objects.
During this PhD thesis although I did not directly address the problem of determining the substellar initial
mass function, I have approached the problem of brown dwarf characterization in three different manners:
In Chapter 3 I calculate brown dwarf distances, to obtain luminosities of our objects; in Chapter 4 I study
the spectra of young brown dwarfs to constrain ages and in Chapter 5 I look for spectral brown dwarf
binaries using spectroscopy and improving our measurement of the fraction of known spectral binaries.
2.1 Parallaxes of cool brown dwarfs
Accurate parallax measurements allow us to determine physical properties of brown dwarfs and help
us constrain evolutionary and atmospheric models, break age-mass degeneracy, and reveal unresolved
binaries.
We measured absolute trigonometric parallaxes and proper motions of six cool brown dwarfs using back-
ground galaxies to establish an absolute reference frame. We derived absolute J-band magnitudes for
these brown dwarfs. The six T brown dwarfs in our sample have spectral types between T2.5 and T8 with
photometric distances below 25 pc.
The observations were taken in the J-band with the Omega-2000 camera on the 3.5 m telescope at Calar
Alto. The reduction of the astrometric measurements was carried out with respect to the field stars. The
relative parallax and proper motions were transformed into absolute measurements using the background
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galaxies in our fields.
We obtained absolute parallaxes for our six brown dwarfs with a precision between 3 and 6 mas. We
compared our results in a color-magnitude diagram with other brown dwarfs with determined parallax and
with the BT-Settl 2012 atmospheric models. For four of the six targets, we found a good agreement in
luminosity with objects of similar spectral types. We obtained an improved accuracy in the parallaxes and
proper motions in comparison to previous works. The object 2MASS J11061197+2754225 is more than
1 mag overluminous in all bands, which point to binarity or high order multiplicity.
2.2 New constraints on the formation and settling of dust in
the atmospheres of youngM and L dwarfs
The lower gravity of young brown dwarfs (< 100 Myr) modifies their spectral features. A proper charac-
terization of brown dwarfs is crucial for the identification of the least massive and latest-type objects in
star-forming regions, and to explain the origin(s) of the peculiar spectrophotometric properties of young
directly imaged extrasolar planets and brown dwarf companions.
We obtained medium-resolution near-infrared spectra of seven young M9.5-L3 dwarfs previously classi-
fied at optical wavelengths. We aim to empirically confirm the low surface gravity of the objects in the
near-infrared. We also test whether self-consistent atmospheric models correctly represent the formation
and the settling of dust clouds in the atmosphere of young late-M and L dwarfs.
We used the Infrared Spectrometer And Array Camera (ISAAC) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) to
obtain the spectra of the targets. We compared the spectra to those of mature and young brown dwarfs, and
to young late-type companions to nearby stars with known ages, to identify and study gravity-sensitive
features. We computed spectral indices weakly sensitive to the surface gravity to derive near-infrared
spectral types. Finally, we found the best fit between each spectrum and synthetic spectra from the BT-
Settl 2010 and 2013 atmospheric models. Using the best fit, we derived the atmospheric parameters of the
objects and identified which spectral characteristics the models do not reproduce.
We confirmed that our objects were young brown dwarfs and we found near-infrared spectral types in
agreement with the ones determined at optical wavelengths. The spectrum of the L2γ dwarf 2MASSJ232252.99-
615127.5 reproduces the spectrum of the planetary mass companion 1RXS J160929.1-210524b well. The
BT-Settl models fit the spectra and the 1-5 µm spectral energy distribution of the L0-L3 dwarfs for tem-
peratures between 1600-2000 K. But the models fail to reproduce the shape of the H band and the near-
infrared slope of some of our targets. This fact, and the best-fit solutions found with super-solar metallicity,
are indicative of a lack of dust, in particular at high altitude, in the cloud models.
The modeling of the vertical mixing and of the grain growth will be revised in the next version of the
BT-Settl models. These revisions may suppress the remaining non reproducibilities. Our spectra pro-
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vide additional templates for the characterization of the numerous young L-type companions that will be
detected in the coming years by planet imaging instruments such as VLT/SPHERE, Gemini/GPI, Sub-
aru/SCexAO, and LBTI/LMIRCam.
2.3 Hunting for brown dwarf binaries with X-Shooter
The refinement of the brown dwarf binary fraction may contribute to the understanding of the substellar
formation mechanisms. Peculiar brown dwarf spectra or discrepancies between optical and near-infrared
spectral type classification of brown dwarfs may indicate unresolved brown dwarf binary systems. We
obtained medium-resolution spectra of 22 brown dwarfs that are potential binary candidates in the optical
and the near-infrared using the Wideband ultraviolet-infrared single target spectrograph (X-Shooter) at
the Very Large Telescope (VLT).
We aim to select brown dwarf binary candidates to refine the brown dwarf binary fraction. We also test
whether BT-Settl 2014 atmospheric models reproduce the physics in the atmospheres of these objects.
We used different procedures tailored to the various types of expected binaries. To find different spectral
type binaries, we used spectral indices and we compared the selected candidates to single spectra and
to compositions of two single spectra from libraries, to try to reproduce our X-Shooter spectra. We
also created artificial binaries within the same spectral class, and we tried to find them using the same
method as for brown dwarf binaries with different spectral types. We compared our spectra to the BT-Settl
models 2014. From the best fit of the composite synthetic models to the observed spectra, we derived
the atmospheric parameters of the objects and identified which spectral features the models are unable to
reproduce.
We selected six possible L plus T brown dwarfs binary candidates. All candidates, except one, are better
reproduced by a combination of two single brown dwarf spectra than by a single spectrum. The one-sided
F-test discarded this object as a binary candidate. We found that we are not able to find the artificial
binaries with components of the same spectral type using the same method used for L plus T brown
dwarfs.
We conclude that the combination of L plus L or T plus T spectra cannot be found using the same method
used for L plus T brown dwarf binaries. To find equal spectral type binaries, parallaxes, radial velocity
measurements or high resolution imaging are needed. BT-Settl models 2014 are able to reproduce the
majority of the SEDs from our objects in the optical and in the near infrared. Nonetheless, these models
do not reproduce the shape of the H-band, maybe because FeH and CH4 opacities are incomplete in BT-
Settl models. Best matches to models give a range of effective temperatures between 950 K and 1900 K,
and a range of gravities between 4.0 and 5.5. Some best matches correspond to supersolar metallicity.

3
Parallax measurements of cool brown dwarfs∗
3.1 Introduction
Accurate measurements of distances allow us to determine physical properties of brown dwarfs, including
luminosities or absolute fluxes to check atmospheric models, temperatures, space motions, and space
densities.
Our goal is to derive parallaxes with a high accuracy (5-10%), we constrained our sample to objects with
photometric distances up to 25 pc. Our sample of objects is located at spectrophotometric distances of
10−25 pc with magnitudes in J between 13.9 and 18.0, which are suitable for astrometry.
Since the first parallax programs for brown dwarfs began with Dahn et al. (2002a), Vrba et al. (2004a), and
Tinney et al. (2003), the relationship between the color and magnitude of BDs has been studied (Burgasser
et al. 2008; Schilbach et al. 2009; Marocco et al. 2010; Faherty et al. 2012a; Dupuy & Liu 2012b) among
others. One of the most significant results of these studies is the large dispersion in luminosity for objects
with similar spectral types (Faherty et al. 2012a), which shows the importance of other factors, such as
gravity, metallicity, sedimentation, and binarity (Tsuji et al. 1996; Burrows et al. 2006; Saumon & Marley
2008). Increasing the number of cool brown dwarfs with accurate distance measurements allows us to
understand the variation in the color magnitude and H-R diagrams, as we can determine the luminosity
more accurately. Also, the J-band bump in the color-magnitude diagram, a brightening observed in the
J band for brown dwarfs with spectral types between T1 and T5, is not well understood (Burgasser et al.
2002a, Tinney et al. 2003 and Vrba et al. 2004a). There are still few objects with parallaxes in the L/T
transition, which prevent the progress of understanding brown dwarf evolution.
In this chapter, we report the absolute parallaxes and the absolute proper motions of six T ultra cool dwarfs
with spectral types between T2.5 and T8 and spectrophotometric distances between 10−25 pc.
∗This chapter is adapted from the paper: Manjavacas, E.; Goldman, B.; Reffert, S.; Henning, T., 2013, Astronomy
& Astrophysics. Vol. 560, pp. 52
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Table 3.1: This table gives the sample of objects with their spectral types, photometry and references for
our targets.
Name SpT J [mag] H [mag] Ks [mag] ref.obj. exS epochs Ref.
2MASS J11061197+2754225 T2.5 (1) 14.96±0.04 14.20±0.05 13.84±0.05 96 49 10 (1)
ULAS J130217.21+130851.2 T8 (5) 18.11±0.04 18.60±0.06 18.28±0.03 247 68 12 (2)
ULAS J141756.22+133045.8 T5.5 (3) 16.77±0.01 17.00±0.03 17.00±0.04 77 99 10 (3)
2MASS J22541892+3123498 T4 (4) 15.32±0.05 15.06±0.08 14.99±0.15 644 125 10 (4)
ULAS J232035.28+144829.8 T6 (6) 16.79±0.02 17.14±0.04 17.40±0.03 298 46 12 (3)
ULAS J232123.79+135454.9 T7.5 (2) 16.69±0.03 17.09±0.06 17.36±0.10 278 73 11 (3)
(1) Looper et al. (2007); (2) Burningham et al. (2010); (3) Scholz (2010); (4) Burgasser et al. (2002b); (5) Cushing
et al. (2011); (6) Murray et al. (2011)
In Section 3.2, we explain how our selection criteria are used to select our targets and how the observations
were carried out. In Section 3.3, we describe the data reduction: how the astrometry was performed, the
estimation of the differential chromatic refraction (DCR), and the calculation of the relative and absolute
parallax and proper motions. In Section 3.4, we compare our results to those of other previous studies,
which included our object. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 5.8.
3.2 Observations
Initially, we selected eigth T dwarfs with expected spectrophotometric distances smaller than 25 pc. Spec-
trophotometric distances of our targets were estimated using the relation given by Goldman et al. (2010).
Only objects brighter than 18 mag in the J band were selected, so that good signal-to-noise (S/N) ob-
servations could be obtained in a reasonable amount of time. Two targets were discarded later from the
list, since they were located in fields with bright stars nearby, which compromised the accuracy of the
astrometry. Finally, all the targets had to be observable most part of the year to have a better coverage of
the parallax ellipse. In Table 1, we present an overview of our targets, which provide spectral types and
derived JHK photometry in the MKO (Mauna Kea Observatories) system (Stephens & Leggett 2004) for
targets with 2MASS photometry. For the rest, we provide UKIDSS (UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey)
photometry, which is similar to MKO (Hewett et al. 2006). For the target ULAS J232035.28+144829.8,
we provide the photometry from Murray et al. (2011), which is also similar to MKO. In the last column,
we add references to the discovery papers.
Images were taken with the near-IR camera Omega-2000 on the 3.5 m telescope at Calar Alto in J band.
Omega-2000 is a prime-focus, near-IR camera with a wide field that uses a 2k x 2k focal plane array
with sensitivity from the z band to the K band. The camera provides a 15.4’ x 15.4’ field of view with
a resolution of 0.45”/pixel. The wide field of Omega-2000 allows us to convert from relative parallaxes
and proper motions to absolute values using galaxies (between 50 and 130 galaxies in each field). The
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astrometric observations were taken in service mode in the J band. In all the cases, 15 single frames with
exposure times of 60s were taken with dithering.
Our observations have been taken between March 2011 and June 2013 in 24 epochs. The baseline varies
from 23 to 27 months. In the case of the object ULAS J232035.28+144829.8, we also used one observa-
tion, which was taken in July 2009 with Omega-2000 in the methane filter; therefore, the baseline for this
object is almost four years. The average seeing on Calar Alto during our observations was around 1.0”.
We typically observed at 1-2 hr from the meridian, so that DCR might be significant (Stone 1996, Pravdo
& Shaklan 1996). Further details about the estimation of the DCR corrections are given in Section 3.3.2.
Dark frames and sky flats were taken every evening, and the bad pixel mask was derived from the dark
current analysis by an appropriate cut in the goodness-of-fit of the linear relation between dark current and
exposure time. The fifteen individual raw images were corrected using flats, darks and bad pixels mask
frames. To perform the reduction of the raw images, we used the MPIA Omega-2000 pipeline, which
runs under MIDAS. The outputs are single, calibrated images for each epoch. Before performing the
analysis of our images, we stacked the fifteen single exposures to get a better S/N. The stacking process
was carried out using the algorithm explained in Mutchler & Fruchter (1997) and Fruchter & Hook (2002).
The single images are slightly shifted, so they must be previously aligned. These images are aligned in
a world coordinate system, so that corresponding astronomical objects are stacked on top of each other.
A median image of the shifted frames is extracted. Since the images were shifted with different offsets,
only the central area overlaps for all frames. The outer regions, where individual images do not contribute
are marked and left blank. To check if the stacking actually improved the final value for the parallax and
proper motions, we repeated the analysis using the fifteen single frames and the result obtained was less
accurate than using stacked images. Therefore, we used the stacked frames for the final analysis.
3.3 Analysis
3.3.1 Astrometry
We obtained positional measurements for all of the sources in each field from SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) using the parameter XWIN IMAGE. SExtractor determines the background and identifies whether
pixels belong to background or to objects. The program splits up the area that is not background into
separate objects and determines the properties of each object. The output from SExtractor is a catalog
for each epoch and field that contains all the objects in each field, the positions with error, instrumental
magnitudes and errors, instrumental fluxes and errors, and star/galaxy classification among other parame-
ters. The errors in position provided by SExtractor are estimated using photon statistics. This estimate is
considered to be a lower value of the real error.
The next step to create an astrometric catalog with the objects in our fields was to associate the detections
in the multiple epochs that belonged to a common set of objects. For that, we cross-identified stars and we
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matched detections in a given frame to an astrometric reference catalog. As the telescope did not provide
WCS information in the image headers, we used the software from www.astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010)
to perform a preliminary astrometry. The reference catalog used is the USNO-B1.0 catalog (Monet et al.
2003). This preliminary astrometry cannot be better than the accuracy of the catalog, which is around
200 mas. Then, we refined the initial guess using the software SCAMP (Bertin 2006) by choosing the
first stacked image of the first epoch for each target as reference catalog. The reference objects used to
perform the astrometry were distributed uniformly in the fields. These fields contained between 70 and
650 references. A different weight was given to the high S/N reference objects and the small S/N reference
objects.
We constructed the catalog of associated detections by starting with the list of detections in the first
stacked image on the first epoch, and then adding detections from the next epoch by finding matches
between the objects in the catalogs. We performed the match of the catalogs using the IRAF routine
tables.ttools.tmatch. This routine deletes the objects, which are not detected in all the epochs, but mainly
faint targets and stars at the edges of the fields. We used a search radius of 1” around the object from the
reference catalog.
3.3.2 DCR correction
The DCR effect results in astrometric shifts of the centroids (in any single-band imaging survey) because
of the dependence of the refractive index of air on the wavelength. The reference objects and the targets
have a different flux distribution in the J band because they have different spectral types. Thus, their
positions shift relative to one another due to different amounts of atmospheric refraction. Therefore, the
DCR is a potential source of astrometric error, and it must be estimated.
In our case, the observations were typically performed between 1 and 2 hr from the meridian. To estimate
the magnitude of the resulting DCR for the field stars and the targets, we used the formula according to
Monet et al. (1992), Stone (1996), Pravdo & Shaklan (1996), and Kaczmarczik et al. (2009). We calculated
the DCR effect for the targets relative to the typical field stars (M dwarfs). The correction due to DCR was
typically 1 mas for the relative position between target and field stars. Since our typical parallax errors
are of the order of 3-6 mas (see Section 3.3.3.2), it was not necessary to take the DCR into account. We
also checked the influence of an epoch taken far from the meridian in the final result for the parallax. The
conclusion was that the final parallax value did not change significantly. We discuss other astrometric
error sources in detail in Section 3.3.4.
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3.3.3 Parallaxes
3.3.3.1 Relative parallaxes
For the target and each object in the field, we use the positions in each epoch with their errors as an input
to a χ2 fit. Errors used for the fitting are the residuals in right ascension and declination, respectively, and
have been determined iteratively. These errors include all the error sources explained in Section 3.3.4.
We fit the positions (α0 and δ0), proper motions (µα and µδ), and the parallax (pi). Each fit to 2 x Nepochs
measurements had 2 x Nepochs – 5 degrees of freedom. It is important to note that this parallax is a relative
parallax, which uses field objects in the field of the target as references.
The apparent trajectory of each object in the field was then fitted to an astrometric model:
∆α(t) = µα(t − t0) + pi · (pα(t) − pα(t0)) (3.1)
∆δ(t) = µδ(t − t0) + pi · (pδ(t) − pδ(t0)), (3.2)
where ∆α(t) and ∆δ(t) are the positional offsets with respect to the first epoch of observation at t0; t is the
time; µα and µδ are the proper motion in RA and DEC, pi is the parallax; and pα and pδ are the parallax
factors in RA and DEC, respectively.
The parallax factors were computed using the Earth geocenter as obtained from the JPL DE405 solar
system ephemeris. This model is based on the methods in the Hipparcos (Perryman 1997) and Tycho
Catalogues (Hog et al. 2000).
We present the plots of the stellar paths obtained using Equations 3.1 and 3.2 in the appendix.
3.3.3.2 Correction from relative to absolute parallax
As mentioned before, the parallaxes from the astrometric solution are relative to the position of the back-
ground objects chosen as references. In general, these objects were field objects that may have their own
parallaxes and proper motions, so that a correction is based upon the true parallaxes of the reference ob-
jects to convert to an absolute measurement. The field objects used as references are weighted depending
on their S/N, giving more weight to the objects with better S/N. Given the large field of view of Omega-
2000 (15.4’ x 15.4’), we can find a sufficient number of extragalactic sources in all our fields. To derive
the absolute parallax from the relative parallax, we used the extragalactic sources (exS) that we found in
the fields of our targets. We searched for the extragalactic sources by setting the keyword CLASS STAR
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in SExtractor. This software classifies extragalactic sources and stars in a field using neural networks,
as explained in Bertin & Arnouts (1996) by applying a method called backpropagation. Afterward, we
determined the relative parallaxes of all the objects that were classified as extragalactic sources. We made
a histogram of parallaxes and proper motions of these sources. As we could detect plenty of outliers in
the histograms, we removed the objects with parallaxes or proper motions that were further than 3-σ away
from the median in parallaxes or proper motions. We fitted a Gaussian function to the histogram of the
parallaxes after deleting these outliers. Finally, the relative parallax for the extragalactic sources (piexS )
is the mean of the fitted Gaussian, and the error of this parallax is the error in the mean for the Gaussian
fitted to our data.
We correct the relative parallax to the absolute parallax as follows: piabs = pirel − piexS , where piabs is the
absolute parallax for the object, pirel is the relative parallax of the object, and piexS is derived as described
above.
We execute a similar procedure to calculate the absolute proper motions given in Table 3.2.
3.3.4 Absolute parallax accuracy
We have several error sources, which arise at different phases in our analysis:
• Centroid errors. These errors are calculated by SExtractor using an iterative method. The positional
uncertainties due to image centroiding in the relative position of the target is on average ∼1.5 mas.
• Atmospheric image motions. Atmospheric effects also limit the precision of the astrometry in sev-
eral different ways, such as intensity scintillation, image blurring, image motion and speckle struc-
ture. We estimated this effect using the expression given in Lindegren (1980): 2 ' 0.71R2/3T−1
under the condition: 14T  4300R  d. The parameter T is the integration time in seconds
(60 s x 15 single images), R is the diameter of the field in radians (4.5 ∗10−3 rad) and d is the diam-
eter of the telescope in meters (3.5 m). The variance for the atmospheric image motion is estimated
to be 5 mas per epoch.
• DCR effect. This error was calculated as explained in Section 3.3.2, and it is typically 1 mas per
epoch.
• Plate solution. Distortions are introduced by the instrument because it is not sufficiently stable,
as it is dismounted between two epochs. The program SCAMP calculates the best astrometric
solution performing a χ2 minimization and calculates the distortions using the relative positions of
the reference objects between the reference catalog and the catalogs of all epochs. The value of the
residual distortion is between 5 and 10 mas for bright stars per epoch. The distortions due to the
images stacking are negligible. We measure up to 0.04% distortions or 0.5 pixel distortions from
center to corner (Bailer-Jones et al. 2000).
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• Error in the conversion from relative to absolute parallaxes. It is calculated Section 3.3.3.2. The
typical value of these uncertainties is ∼ 1.5 mas.
3.4 Results
The astrometric and photometric results for the six objects are compiled in Table 3.2. Column 1 contains
the object’s name. Columns 2 and 3 give the derived absolute proper motions in right ascension (µα ) and
declination (µδ ) for the targets; column 4 gives the relative parallax (pirel). In column 5, we provide the
absolute parallax (piabs). Column 6 contains the derived distance (d) from the absolute parallax results.
Column 7 provides the photometric distance (dphot) in pc, using the relation published in Goldman et al.
(2010), and column 8 contains the values for χ2 and Ndo f , which is the number of degrees of freedom.
To characterize our targets, we plot them in a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) with the 177 L, L-T, and T
brown dwarfs published by Dupuy & Liu (2012b) with magnitudes in the MKO system. Our magnitudes
were originally in the 2MASS photometric system, so that we use the relation published in Stephens &
Leggett (2004) to transform between the 2MASS photometric system and the MKO system. The rest of
the targets have UKIDSS photometry, which is similar to the MKO photometry (Hewett et al. 2006). For
the target ULAS 2320+1448 we provide the photometry from Murray et al. (2011), also similar to MKO.
We plot (J − H, MJ) and (J − K, MJ) and (W1 −W2, Mw1) using WISE photometry.
We overplot our CMD with the BT-Settl models by Allard et al. (2012b). The color-magnitude diagrams
are shown in Figure 3.1 with overplotted isochrones from Allard et al. (2012b). We show the stellar paths
for all the objects in the Appendix.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 2MASS J11061197+2754225
This object was discovered by Looper et al. (2007). It was identified using a near infrared (NIR) proper-
motion survey based on multi-epoch data from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS). It was classified
as a T2.5 BD using the IRTF SpeX spectrograph in low-resolution mode with a resolution of R∼150.
Looper et al. (2007) estimated the spectrophotometric distance as 15.5 ± 1.2 pc, which was calculated
using the spectral types that were derived in the same article and by using the Liu et al. (2006) spectral
type versus magnitude relation without known binaries. Burgasser et al. (2010) proposed this target to be
a strong binary candidate in a T0.0± 0.2 and T4.5± 0.2 system, although Looper et al. (2008a) performed
high angular resolution imaging with NIRC2/Keck II, finding only one source.
The location of the object in Figures 3.1 and 3.3 seem to give a luminosity inconsistent with the classifi-
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cation provided before (Looper et al. 2007; Kirkpatrick et al. 2010) by using indices in the NIR. Looper
et al. (2007) mentions that J1106+27 is distinctly (> 1-σ) bluer in the z-J band in SDSS than all the T2
brown dwarfs in their sample. In our CMD (see Fig. 3.1 and 3.3), the object is also overluminous by
∼1 mag. Due to its overluminosity, this object is a good candidate for a binary system or even high order
multiplicity, although this issue should be studied in more detail using high resolution images or high
resolution spectroscopy. The spectroscopic distance provided by Looper et al. (2007) is not compatible
with the distance derived from the trigonometric absolute parallax within the error bars. The calculated
distance is 20.6+1.0−1.2 pc.
3.5.2 ULAS J130217.21+130851.2
This object was discovered by Burningham et al. (2010), and it was classified as a T8.5 BD by using
NIRI on the Gemini North Telescope and IRCS on the Subaru telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The
spectral classification was based on the spectral indices given by Burgasser et al. (2006). The object
ULAS J1302+13 was later re-typed as T8 by Cushing et al. (2011).
With regard to Fig. 3.1 and 3.3, this object is not overluminous. The value of the distance has been
calculated for the first time and is 15.4+1.1−1.4 pc.
3.5.3 ULAS J141756.22+133045.8
The discovery of ULAS J141756.22+133045.8 was first published by Scholz (2010). It was classified as
T5.5±1.0 BD and based on colors and absolute magnitudes from UKIDSS and SDSS. The absolute proper
motions were also estimated, using UKIDSS and SDSS data with a baseline of five years, but only with
three different epochs.
The result supplied in Scholz (2010) for the absolute proper motions were µα cos δ = −76 ± 3 mas/yr and
µδ = 77 ± 3 mas/yr. Scholz (2010) pointed out that the formal errors were very small and were due to the
few number of epochs and so that the errors could be unrealistic. The estimated errors by Scholz (2010)
were 24 mas/yr, which was the scatter of their data around the best fit to the model.
Burningham et al. (2013) presented YJHK spectroscopy for this object using the Gemini Near Infrared
Spectrograph (GNIRS) and derived a type a spectral type of T5 ± 0.5.
Comparing the results from Scholz (2010) for the proper motions with our results and taking the errors
into account, the results are compatible. With regard to Fig. 3.3, we can conclude that this object is slightly
overluminous in WISE by around 0.2 mag. In Fig. 3.1, this overluminosity is not that clear, although the
object is at the edge of the bulk of objects. Our result for the distance is 30.3+2.5−3.8 pc.
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3.5.4 2MASS J22541892+3123498
The object 2MASS J22541892+3123498 was first published as a brown dwarf by Burgasser et al. (2002b).
It was classified as a T5V BD by using spectral observations in NIR with R ∼ 1200 and by calculating the
spectral indices, as explained in Burgasser et al. (2002b). Afterward, the spectral type was recalculated
using the criteria given in Burgasser et al. (2003) as a standard T4 BD (Burgasser et al. 2004, 2006). The
proper motions were also estimated by Jameson et al. (2008) using WFCAM at UKIRT from February to
August 2006. Their result for the proper motions was µα cos δ = 68±15 mas/yr and µδ = 200±11 mas/yr.
Our results for the proper motions agree with the result given by Jameson et al. (2008) within the error
bars. This object is not overluminous. The provided distance is 13.9+0.5−0.6 pc, and it has been calculated for
the first time.
3.5.5 ULAS J232035.28+144829.8
The discovery of this object was first published by Burningham et al. (2010), and it was classified as
a T5 spectral type using medium resolution spectroscopy. In Scholz (2010), the object is classified as
T7.0±2.0 using colors from UKIDSS and SDSS. In Murray et al. (2011), the spectral indices were recal-
culated, using data from NIRI on the Gemini-North telescope with a spectral resolution of R∼460; the
new classification is T6±1.
In Scholz (2010), the proper motions were given as µα cos δ = 387 ± 5 mas/yr and µδ = 121 ± 2 mas/yr.
These proper motions were calculated with a baseline of seven years; nevertheless, there were only three
epochs in total, and two of them very close to each other. The estimated error in Scholz (2010) due to the
scatter around the best fit to the model was 11 mas/yr.
In Murray et al. (2011), the proper motions and the distance were also estimated performing a photometric
follow-up using UKIDSS, by obtaining proper motions of µα cos δ = 399±26 mas/yr, µδ = 122±26 mas/yr,
and distance of 24 ± 5 pc.
The proper motions, which we obtained, agree to the values provided by Scholz (2010) and Murray et al.
(2011) within the error bars, but our values are more precise. We also agree with Murray et al. (2011) on
the distance to within the error bars. This object is not overluminous (see Fig. 3.1 and 3.3). The calculated
distance is 21.1+1.6−2.2 pc.
3.5.6 ULAS J232123.79+135454.9
The brown dwarf discovery of ULAS J232123.79+135454.9 was first published by Scholz (2010). It
was classified with a spectral type of T7.5 ± 1.5 using UKIDSS and SDSS colors. This object was also
classified in Burningham et al. (2010) as a T7.5 using medium resolution spectroscopy.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the results.
Object µα (mas/yr) µδ (mas/yr) pirel (mas) piabs (mas) d (pc) dphot (pc) χ2/Ndo f
2M J1106+2754 −311 ± 4 −438 ± 5 46 ± 3 48 ± 3 20.6+1.0−1.2 12.5 ± 1.4 21.8/17
ULAS J1302+1308 −445 ± 6 5 ± 7 67 ± 5 65 ± 5 15.4+1.1−1.4 16.1 ± 2.3 25.4/19
ULAS J1417+1330 −121 ± 4 50 ± 3 32 ± 3 33 ± 3 30.3+2.5−3.8 23.8 ± 5.1 23.0/17
2M J2254+3123 67 ± 3 187 ± 7 71 ± 2 72 ± 3 13.9+0.5−0.6 14.7 ± 1.9 23.4/17
ULAS J2320+1448 410 ± 4 121 ± 3 47 ± 3 47 ± 4 21.1+1.6−2.2 20.7 ± 3.6 22.6/19
ULAS J2321+1354 76 ± 4 −576 ± 6 83 ± 3 84 ± 4 11.8+0.5−0.6 10.8 ± 0.7 22.2/19
Scholz (2010) also provided the proper motions using SDSS and UKIDSS with a baseline of seven years
and four epochs taken along this baseline. The proper motions were given as µα cos δ = 56 ± 15 mas/yr
and µδ = −577 ± 10 mas/yr with an estimated error of 10 mas/yr due to the scatter of the data around the
fit to the best model. Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) provided a distance limit of approximately 20 pc.
The object ULAS J232123.79+135454.9 is not overluminous (see Fig. 3.1 and 3.3). We agree with
Scholz (2010) on the result for the proper motion within the error bars. Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) adopted
a distance of 14.1 pc. Our result for the distance is 11.8+0.5−0.6 pc.
3.6 Conclusions
We have measured the trigonometric parallaxes of six T brown dwarfs for the first time with spectral types
between T2.5 and T7.5.
We compare our results to the spectrophotometric distance given by Goldman et al. (2010) and to the
results of the spectrophotometric distance and proper motions provided in other studies such as Scholz
(2010), Looper et al. (2007) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) among others. Our results generally agree well
with other studies, but they are more precise.
We also compare the locations of our targets in (J-H, MJ) and (J-K, MJ) CMDs to those of the objects by
Dupuy & Liu (2012b) and to the evolutionary tracks by Allard et al. (2012b).
Four of our six targets are not overluminous. Nevertheless, the object ULAS J141756.22+133045.8 is
slightly overluminous in the WISE CMD. It has an absolute magnitude in W1, which is around 0.2 mag
brighter than the objects with the same spectral types. Its overluminosity is not seen in the CMDs in MKO
photometry. The object 2MASS J11061197+2754225 is more than 1 mag overluminous in all the bands,
pointing to binarity or even higher multiplicity. To confirm these results, high resolution imaging and high
resolution spectroscopy is needed.
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Figure 3.1: Color-magnitude diagram in the MKO system showing the brown dwarf sample from Dupuy
& Liu (2012b) (except M-type brown dwarfs), our targets and the BT Settl-models (Allard et al. 2012b).
The objects in the Dupuy & Liu (2012b) sample with spectral type between L2.5-L9 are shown in red; the
objects with spectral types between L9.5 and T4 are shown in green; and the objects with spectral type
>T4 are shown in light blue. Our targets, which are listed in Table 3.1, are shown in black. We overplot
the evolutionary models from Allard et al. (2012b) in MKO photometry for different ages from 100 Myr
to 5000 Myr.
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Figure 3.2: Color-magnitude diagram in the MKO system showing the brown dwarf sample from Dupuy
& Liu (2012b) (except M-type brown dwarfs), our targets and the BT Settl-models (Allard et al. 2012b).
The objects in the Dupuy & Liu (2012b) sample with spectral type between L2.5-L9 are shown in red; the
objects with spectral types between L9.5 and T4 are shown in green; and the objects with spectral type
>T4 are shown in light blue. Our targets, which are listed in Table 3.1, are shown in black. We overplot
the evolutionary models from Allard et al. (2012b) in MKO photometry for different ages from 100 Myr
to 5000 Myr.
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Figure 3.3: Color-magnitude diagram in WISE photometry with W1-W2 color vs MW1 (WISE). We plot
the objects from Dupuy & Liu (2012b) with WISE photometry. L2.5-L9 brown dwarfs are colored in red;
objects with spectral types between L9.5 and T4 are green; and objects with spectral type >T4 are colored
in light blue. Our targets are plotted in black. We overplot the evolutionary models from Allard et al.
(2012b) in WISE photometry for different ages, from 100 Myr to 5000 Myr.
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3.A Stellar paths of the targets
We include the stellar paths, which represent the change in right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) in
time for our targets in this Appendix.
Figure 3.4: Stellar paths for the object 2MASS J11061197+2754225.
Figure 3.5: Stellar paths for the object ULAS J130217.2+130851.2.
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Figure 3.6: Stellar paths for the object ULAS J141756.22+133045.8.
Figure 3.7: Stellar paths for the object 2MASS J22541892+3123498.
Figure 3.8: Stellar paths for the object ULAS J232035.28+144829.8. The first epoch is an archival
Omega-2000 observation.
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Figure 3.9: Stellar paths for the object ULAS J232123.7+1354454.
4
New constraints on the formation and settling of dust in the
atmospheres of young M and L dwarfs∗
4.1 Introduction
Brown dwarfs contract and cool down with time (Burrows et al. 1997b; Baraffe et al. 1998b). Therefore,
young brown dwarfs can have larger radii and higher luminosities than older and more massive brown
dwarfs despite an identical effective temperature. The lower surface gravity of young objects (g ∝ M/R2)
can be directly accessed by observation and can be used to break the degeneracy. Low surface gravity
results in peculiar spectral characteristics, as explained in Chapter 1.2.2.
In this Chapter, we present a homogeneous set of seven medium-resolution (R∼1500-1700) spectra of
M9.5-L3 dwarfs, all classified at optical wavelengths. Our sample is composed of the M9.5 object DENIS-
P J124514.1-442907 (also called TWA 29; hereafter DENIS J1245) a member of TW-Hydrae (5-10 Myr),
and the L0 dwarf Cha J1305-7739 (Jayawardhana & Ivanov 2006; hereafter Cha 1305), one of the least
massive objects of the Chameleon II cluster. We also present the spectra of five L dwarfs with features
indicative of low surface gravity (Lγ dwarfs) in the optical, identified by Cruz et al. (2009b). These
objects are the two L0γ dwarfs EROS J0032-4405 (Goldman et al. 2010; hereafter EROS J0032) and
2MASS J22134491-2136079 (Cruz et al. 2009b; hereafter 2M2213), the L2γ dwarf 2MASSJ232252.99-
615127.5 (Cruz et al. 2009b; hereafter 2M2322), and the two L3γ dwarfs 2MASS J212650.40-814029.3
(Cruz et al. 2009b; hereafter 2M2126) and 2MASSJ220813.63+292121.5 (Cruz et al. 2009b; hereafter
2M2208).
We aim to use the spectra to confirm the low surface gravities of the objects in the near-infrared and to test
the ability of the BT-Settl models to correctly handle the formation and gravitational settling of dust under
reduced surface gravity conditions. These spectra enrich the scarce sample of empirical near-infrared
†This chapter is adapted from the paper: Manjavacas, E.; Bonnefoy, M.; Schlieder, J. E.; Allard, F.; Rojo, P.;
Goldman, B.; Chauvin, G.; Homeier, D.; Lodieu, N.; Henning, 2014, Astronomy & Astrophysics. Vol. 564, pp. 21.
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medium-resolution spectra of young late-type objects beyond the M-L transition, especially for spectral
type L3. We describe our observations and the associated data reduction in Section 4.2. We present an
empirical analysis of the spectral features in order to derive near-infrared spectral types and confirm the
young age of our targets in Section 5.3. In Section 4.4, we describe the comparison of the atmospheric
models to the observed spectra. We discuss these comparisons and derive updated target properties in
Section 4.5.
4.2 Observations and data reduction
Our targets were observed with the Infrared Spectrometer And Array Camera (ISAAC, Moorwood et al.
1998) mounted on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) ath the UT3 telescope. The instrument was operated
in low-resolution mode with the 0.3” slit at central wavelengths 1.25 µm, 1.65 µm, and 2.2 µm. This setup
provides spectra with resolving powers of ∼1700, 1600, and 1500 from 1.1–1.4 µm (J band), 1.42–1.82
µm (H band), and 1.82–2.5 µm (K band). Nodding and small jittering of the source along the slit were
performed to correct bad pixels and to subtract the sky and bias contributions. Sources at high airmasses
were observed with the slit aligned with the parallactic angle to mitigate differential flux losses.
We observed DENIS 1245 on April 6 and April 21, 2010. We took 6 × 120 s exposures in the J band,
and 6 × 90 s exposures in the H and K bands. We moved the star along the slit between two positions
separated by 20 arcseconds following an ABBA strategy. We applied additional small offsets (5”) around
the two source positions between each exposure to efficiently filter out nonlinear and hotpixels at the data
reduction step. We followed a similar strategy for the remaining targets. Data integration times and the
number of exposures are reported in Table 4.1. Early-type stars were observed soon after the science target
at similar airmass to ensure a proper removal of telluric features. These observations are also summarized
in Table 4.1. Calibrations were obtained during the day following the observations: flat fields, wavelength
calibration frames, and frames with a star moving along the slit in low- and medium-resolution to compute
the spectral curvature.
Data were reduced using the 6.1.3 version of the ISAAC pipeline (Devillard et al. 1999; Silva & Peron
2004) provided by the European Southern Observatory. The pipeline identifies pairs of sky-object frames
and subtracts them. The calibration in wavelength and the slit curvature distortion were performed using
exposures with the Xenon and Argon lamps. The slit curvature was modeled with a bivariate 2-d polyno-
mial. The dispersion relation was computed by matching a Xenon and/or Argon atlas with the corrected
spectra. The pipeline divides the raw images by the flat field, corrects for badpixels and distortion, and
reconstructs the combined sky-subtracted 2D spectra from a shift of the nodded images. The object flux
is extracted in each spectral channel to build the final spectrum.
Data on the objects and associated telluric standard stars were reduced in a similar way. Telluric standard
star spectra were divided by a blackbody with a temperature that corresponded to their spectral type
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(Theodossiou & Danezis 1991a). The He and H lines were interpolated in the resulting spectra using
a low-order Legendre polynomial fit of the pseudocontinuum around the line. This produced the final
estimate of the combined atmospheric and instrumental transmission. We obtained the final J, H, and K
band spectra of the science targets by dividing them by this transmission.
We created 1.1-2.5 µm flux-calibrated spectra of the objects using the following procedure. The J, H, and
K band ISAAC spectra were convolved with the filter transmission curves. The resulting spectra were
integrated. We applied the same procedure to a flux calibrated spectrum of Vega (Mountain et al. 1985;
Hayes 1985). We then searched for the normalization factor of the ISAAC spectra that could produce a
contrast ratio between the integrated flux of the science target and Vega, which corresponds to the J, H,
and Ks-band photometry of the objects taken from 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003; Allers et al. 2006a).
4.3 Empirical analysis
In this section, we compare the spectral properties of our sample to those of brown dwarfs and companions
found in the literature to confirm features indicative of young age and we also assign near-infrared spectral
types for the targets. We select the best of the fit spectrum using χ2 minimization as well as visual
inspection over all of the wavelengths.
For that purpose, we used template spectra of young M- and L-type companions (see the description in
Appendix 4.A), late-M and early-L brown dwarfs from star forming regions and young nearby associations
(R from ∼120 to ∼11500; Gorlova et al. 2003; Slesnick et al. 2004; Allers et al. 2007; Lodieu et al. 2008;
Allers et al. 2009, 2010; Rice et al. 2010; Allers & Liu 2013; Bonnefoy et al. 2013a; Manara et al. 2013a),
young field L dwarfs (R∼1500; Kirkpatrick et al. 2006; Allers & Liu 2013; Liu et al. 2013), and MLT
field dwarfs (R∼2000; McLean et al. 2003; Cushing et al. 2011). We also compared our spectra to low
resolution templates (R∼120) of the SpeX Prism Spectral Library1. Prior to any comparison, the spectrum
of Cha J1305 was dereddened by AV = 3 mag (Allers et al. 2006a) using the Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction
curve with an interstellar extinction parameter R(V)=3.1. We assumed Av = 0 for the remaining targets.
4.3.1 An age-sequence ofM9.5 dwarfs
The spectrum of DENIS-P J124514.1-442907 complements an age sequence of medium-resolution spectra
of optically classified M9.5 dwarfs. In Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we show the J band, H band, and K band,
respectively with a resolution of R∼1500 in the H and K band and of R∼1700 in the J band. This resolution
is sufficient to study atomic and molecular lines. The age-sequence is composed of spectra of members of
the Taurus (KPNO Tau 4; Bricen˜o et al. 2002), Chameleon I (OTS 44; Oasa et al. 1999; Luhman et al.
2004), and Upper Scorpius (UScoCTIO 108B; Be´jar et al. 2008) star forming regions. We also overlay
1http://pono.ucsd.edu/∼adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
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Figure 4.1: We plot the spectra of six M9.5 objects with the same optical spectral type, but different ages,
i.e, gravity. We can appreciate the evolution of the spectral features with age in the J band. The most
remarkable spectral features are the appearance of alkali lines at older ages.
Figure 4.2: Same plot as Fig. 4.1. Here we appreciate how the H band becomes more triangular when we
move to younger BDs.
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Table 4.1: Observing log: λre f is the central wavelength of the band, DIT is the integration time in each position of
the slit, and NDIT is the number of exposures.
Name Date λre f DIT NINT Seeing Airmass Notes
(µm) (s) (”)
DENISJ1245 April 4, 2010 1.25 120 6 1.30 1.20
DENISJ1245 April 21, 2010 1.25 120 6 0.80 1.07
DENISJ1245 April 21, 2010 1.65 90 6 0.70 1.06
DENISJ1245 April 21, 2010 2.20 90 6 0.55 1.06
HIP 064550 April 4, 2010 1.25 5 2 1.15 1.20 G1.5V Telluric Standard
HIP 055667 April 21, 2010 1.25 5 2 0.70 1.07 B2IV-V Telluric Standard
HIP 055667 April 21, 2010 1.65 5 2 0.70 1.07 B2IV-V Telluric Standard
HIP 055667 April 21, 2010 2.20 5 2 0.60 1.07 B2IV-V Telluric Standard
EROS J0032 July 6, 2010 1.25 180 6 1.30 1.07
EROS J0032 July 15, 2010 1.65 120 6 0.85 1.07
EROS J0032 July 15, 2010 2.20 120 6 0.85 1.07
EROS J0032 July 25, 2010 1.25 180 6 0.70 1.10
HIP 004722 July 6, 2010 1.25 5 2 - 1.08 G3V Telluric Standard
HIP 111085 July 15, 2010 1.65 5 2 1.02 1.16 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 111085 July 15, 2010 2.20 5 2 1.04 1.16 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 003356 July 25, 2010 1.25 5 2 0.80 1.07 B9.5V Telluric Standard
Cha 1305 April 6, 2010 1.65 200 6 0.90 1.90
Cha 1305 April 21, 2010 1.25 240 8 0.60 1.67
Cha 1305 April 21, 2010 1.65 200 6 0.50 1.66
Cha 1305 April 21, 2010 2.20 180 10 0.80 1.70
HIP 059830 April 6, 2010 1.65 5 2 0.80 1.97 B3V Telluric Standard
HIP 072671 April 21, 2010 1.25 5 2 - 1.60 B8V Telluric Standard
HIP 072671 April 21, 2010 1.65 5 2 0.59 1.56 B8V Telluric Standard
HIP 072671 April 21, 2010 2.20 5 2 0.75 1.56 B8V Telluric Standard
2M2322 June 9, 2010 1.25 240 6 1.00 1.35
2M2322 June 9, 2010 1.65 120 10 0.80 1.28
2M2322 June 9, 2010 2.20 120 10 1.00 1.26
HIP 117661 June 9, 2010 1.25 5 2 0.70 1.40 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 117661 June 9, 2010 1.65 5 2 0.90 1.39 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 117661 June 9, 2010 2.20 5 2 1.00 1.33 B9V Telluric Standard
2M2126 April 21, 2010 1.65 180 6 0.60 2.02
2M2126 April 21, 2010 2.20 180 4 0.60 1.99
2M2126 June 7, 2010 1.25 180 12 0.90 1.84
HIP 112781 April 21, 2010 1.65 5 2 1.10 2.08 B6IV Telluric Standard
HIP 112781 April 21, 2010 2.20 5 2 0.80 2.03 B6IV Telluric Standard
HIP 099400 June 7, 2010 1.25 5 2 0.80 1.73 B2IV Telluric Standard
2M2208 June 9, 2010 1.25 180 12 0.80 1.90
2M2208 June 7, 2010 1.65 180 6 0.80 1.70
2M2208 June 7, 2010 2.20 180 9 0.90 1.72
HIP 112235 June 9, 2010 1.25 5 2 0.70 1.97 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 112235 June 7, 2010 1.65 5 2 0.95 1.73 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 112235 June 7, 2010 2.20 5 2 0.80 1.74 B9V Telluric Standard
2M2213 August 6, 2013 1.25 180 8 2.07 1.10
2M2213 August 6, 2013 1.65 110 2 1.97 1.21
2M2213 August 6, 2013 2.20 150 2 . . . 1.22
HIP 114656 August 6, 2013 1.25 5 2 2.27 1.04 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 114656 August 6, 2013 1.65 5 2 1.71 1.05 B9V Telluric Standard
HIP 114656 August 6, 2013 2.20 5 4 . . . 1.11 B9V Telluric Standard
the spectrum of the M10III Mira IO Virginis (Rayner et al. 2009) as an example of an extremely low
surface gravity atmospheres. This sequence further highlights age-sensitive and gravity-sensitive features
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Figure 4.3: Similar plot to Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 in the K band.
reported in the literature: the increase of the alkali line depths (K I, Na I), an increase in the strength of the
FeH absorptions at 1.20 and 1.24 µm, and of the H2O band (1.7-2.25 µm). The sequence also confirms the
decrease of the VO band strength from 1.17 to 1.22 µm and that the J band slope becomes bluer when the
age increases, as shown by Kirkpatrick et al. (2006) (see Fig. 4.1). The other main feature that changes
is the progressive appearance of the triangular H band profile when the age decreases, which corresponds
to the water absorption profile (Fig. 4.2). We used these characteristic features to confirm the young age
and/or low surface gravity of the Lγ field dwarfs in our sample.
4.3.2 Young field L-dwarfs?
In this section, we discuss the best-fit spectra for each L-dwarf of our sample. Among the sample of L
dwarfs, the Chameleon member Cha J1305-7739 shows clear features indicative of low surface gravity.
This is in agreement with the age of the source. The remaining L dwarfs of our sample do not have
assigned membership to young moving groups or clusters, and, hence, lack well-determined ages. We
therefore tried to identify features in the near-infrared typical of low surface gravity objects that would
confirm the analysis derived by Cruz et al. (2009b) in the optical. Plots that show the best matches can be
found in the Appendix 4.B, and the most remarkable result is shown in Figure 4.4.
The near-infrared spectrum of the L0γ dwarf EROS J0032 has spectral features midway between the
medium-resolution (R∼2000) NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) spectrum (Cushing et al. 2011) of
the L1 field dwarf 2MASS J02081833+2542533 and of the M9.5 companion UScoCTIO 108B (Bonnefoy
et al. 2013a). The object EROS J0032 has a plateau from 1.59-1.69 µm characteristic of field dwarfs, but a
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more triangular shape in the H band, and weaker FeH, and K I lines in the J band. Conversely, it has deeper
K I lines (1.169, 1.177, 1.243, 1.253 µm) and FeH bands at 1.2 µm and 1.624 µm than its companion.
The 1.1-1.8 µm spectrum of the L0±1 companion to the Upper Scorpius star GSC 06214-00210 (Ireland
et al. 2011; Bowler et al. 2011) perfectly reproduces the pseudocontinuum shape of EROS J0032. The
companion has nonetheless slightly weaker FeH and K I absorptions. The near-infrared spectral slope
of EROS J0032 is redder than the slope of the L0 field dwarf standard 2MASS J03454316+2540233
(McLean et al. 2003; Kirkpatrick et al. 2010). This can be attributed to reduced CIA of H2 (Borysow
et al. 1997; Kirkpatrick et al. 2006), and, therefore, low surface gravity. The object EROS J0032 also has
reduced FeH lines at 1.2 µm and a more triangular H band shape than the standard. Nevertheless, the
two spectra have comparable K I line depths. The Spectrograph for INtegral Field Observations in the
near-infrared (SINFONI) spectrum of the L0γ benchmark 2MASS J01415823-4633574 (Bonnefoy et al.
2013a) has a more triangular H band shape, weaker FeH absorptions, and K I lines than the object. Allers
& Liu (2013) and Marocco et al. (2013a) also found an indication of low surface gravity in near-infrared
spectra of EROS J0032. The lower- resolution spectrum (R∼100) of EROS J0032 of Allers & Liu (2013)
perfectly matches our ISAAC spectrum. Allers & Liu (2013) assign the same gravity class for this target
as for AB Pic b, a ∼30 Myr old low-mass L0 (Bonnefoy et al. 2013a) companion. Here, we conclude that
EROS J0032 only shows moderate signs of low surface gravity.
The object EROS J0032 and the second L0γ dwarf of our sample 2M2213 have comparable near-infrared
spectral slopes. Nevertheless, we find that 2M2213 has a H band shape, K I and FeH line depths midway
between those of EROS J0032 and UScoCTIO 108B. Therefore, this comparison suggests that 2M2213
has a lower surface gravity and is younger age than EROS J0032, but is older than the assumed age
of Upper Scorpius (∼5-11 Myr; Preibisch & Zinnecker 1999; Slesnick et al. 2008; Pecaut et al. 2012).
Marocco et al. (2013a) also obtained a medium-resolution near-infrared spectrum of this object, and reach
similar conclusions. They classify it as a L2pec based on the good match with the near-infrared spectrum
of a field L2 standard. Nevertheless, such a comparison can not be done for young objects (Luhman et al.
2004), as it can lead to later spectral type estimates. To conclude, we find that our spectrum perfectly
matches the low-resolution (R∼100) spectrum of 2M2213 obtained by Allers & Liu (2013).
In Figure 4.4 we show that the spectrum of the L2γ dwarf 2M2322 is reproduced by the spectrum (Bon-
nefoy et al. 2013a) of the moderately old L4.5+L4.5 binary companion GJ417 B (age from 80 to 890 Myr,
Kirkpatrick et al. 2001; Allers et al. 2010). But the object exhibits weaker FeH absorption, and K I lines
than its companion. The pseudocontinuum shape of 2M2322 from 1.95 to 2.5 µm, and from 1.45 to 1.6
µm is midway between the one of GJ 417 B and of the 5-11 Myr old L4 planetary mass companion 1RXS
J160929.1-210524b (Lafrenie`re et al. 2008b, 2010b). All three objects have similar near-infrared spectral
slopes. The object 2M2322 also has a slightly redder spectral slope, more triangular H band, and bumpy
pseudocontinuum in the K band than the L2 field dwarf standard Kelu-1 AB (Cushing et al. 2011; Kirk-
patrick et al. 2010). All of these comparisons provide evidence that this object has a low surface gravity.
As a by-product, the companion suggests that 1RXS J160929.1-210524b has a spectral type L2.
The 1.1-2.5 µm pseudo-continuum of 2M2126 is well reproduced by the spectrum of the young (∼20-
300 Myr Zapatero Osorio et al. 2010) L3γ companion G 196-3B (Rebolo et al. 1995) gathered by Allers
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& Liu (2013). The depth of alkali-lines and of the FeH absorption at 1.2 µm are similar for the two
objects. Nevertheless, the water-band absorptions from 1.33-1.35 µm and 1.45-1.6 µm are deeper in the
companion spectrum. The spectral slope from 1.2-1.33 µm is also redder in the spectrum of G 196-3B.
We also find a good match with the spectrum of the brown dwarf companion CD-35 2722B (Wahhaj et al.
2011), classified as L3 by Allers & Liu (2013). The object CD-35 2722 B forms a coeval system with
CD-35 2722 A, a member of the 75-150 Myr old AB Doradus association. We then conclude that 2M2126
is a young object, with indications of reduced surface gravity, and features in the near-infrared consistent
with its optical class L3γ determined by Cruz et al. (2009b).
The second L3γ dwarf of the sample, 2M2208, has an identical spectrum to 2M2126. Both objects show
comparable K I and FeH line depths in the J band, and a similar gravity-sensitive slope from 1.45 to 2.29
µm. Nevertheless, this object has a bluer 1.1-2.5 µm slope than 2M2126 (and therefore G196-3B). The
blue slope likely arises from an improper scaling of the J, H, K band spectra due to uncertainty in the pho-
tometry. Indeed, the 1.1-1.35 µm portion of the spectrum has a slightly higher flux than the low-resolution
(R≈100) spectrum of the source obtained by Allers & Liu (2013), but a similar pseudocontinuum other-
wise. The slope is better reproduced by the spectrum of GJ417 B (Kirkpatrick et al. 2001; Bonnefoy et al.
2013a) and by an IRTF spectrum of the L3 field dwarf 2MASS J15065441+1321060 (Reid et al. 2000;
Cushing et al. 2011). But the KI and FeH lines are weaker in the spectrum of 2M2208 than in the spectra
of these two objects. Therefore, the analysis confirms that 2M2208 shows signature characteristics of
young L3-L5 objects, and a spectral type similar to that of 2M2126.
4.3.3 Indices and equivalent widths
To further assess the age, surface gravity, and spectral classes of our targets, we computed spectral indices
and equivalent widths that quantify the evolution of the main absorption features.
We first used spectral indices measuring the strength of the main water bands. These indices were selected
independently by Bonnefoy et al. (2013a) and/or Allers & Liu (2013) from Allers et al. (2007) – H2O,
Slesnick et al. (2004) –H2O-1 and H2O-2, and McLean et al. (2003) – H2OD. They are known to show a
clear trend with the spectral type, and to be only weakly sensitive to the age or to the gravity class (γ, β).
We computed them on the compilation of near-infrared spectra of young M3-M9.5 dwarf members of star
forming regions (1-11 Myr) and young nearby associations (age <50 Myr) classified in the optical. We
also derived them for young Lγ, Lβ dwarfs, and companion spectra provided by Allers & Liu (2013) and
Bonnefoy et al. (2013a), and for field dwarfs obtained by McLean et al. (2003) and Cushing et al. (2011).
We degrade the resolution of all the spectra to R∼100, which is our lowest resolution. Results are shown
in Figure 4.5. We reajusted a third-order polynomial function on these trends (Table 4.2), as in Allers &
Liu (2013), and use them to derive spectral type estimates (Table 4.3). We calculated the errors in the
spectral type as the root mean square (rms). We estimated the final near-infrared spectral types, obtaining
the mean of the different estimates from the indices weighted by the associated error, and their errors, as
the standard deviation. These estimates are all consistent with the optical spectral types. They are also
consistent with the matches found in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.4: In the plot at the top, we show the comparison of the 1.1-2.38 µm spectrum of the L2γ
dwarf 2M2322 to the L2 optical standard (Kelu-1 AB Ruiz et al. 1997; Cushing et al. 2011), of the young
L4.5 binary companion GJ 417B (Kirkpatrick et al. 2001; Bonnefoy et al. 2013a), the planetary mass
companion 1RXS J160929.1-210524b (Lafrenie`re et al. 2008b, 2010b). In the plot at the bottom, we
show the J band in a higher detail.
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Figure 4.5: Spectral indices used for the spectral type estimation of the NIR spectral type. Our targets are
represented by red stars and are numerated from 1 to 6: 1 = 2M2213, 2 = EROS J0032, 3 = 2M2208, 4
= 2M2126, 5 = 2M2322, 6 = DENIS 1245 and 7 = Cha1305. The black lines represent the three degree
polynomial fit to the field brown dwarfs. We report the index values for objects classified in the optical
that are members of young clusters, star forming regions, or nearby associations (YMG), and for dwarfs
with low (γ) and intermediate (β) gravity classes (Kirkpatrick 2005).
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Figure 4.6: Equivalent widths for the K I lines at 1.169 µm, 1.177 µm, 1.243 µm, and 1.253 µm for our
targets (red stars) and reference objects.
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Table 4.2: Coefficient of the polynomial fit derived from index values computed on field dwarf spectra
and shown in Figure 4.5
Index definition References SpT Coefficients of Polynomial Fits RMS Sp. type
a b c d
H2O =
<F λ=[1.550,1.560]>
<F λ=[1.492,1.502]> Allers et al. (2007) M4-L4 -199.72 487.93 -394.58 111.66 1.0
H2OD =
<F λ=[1.951,1.977]>
<F λ=[2.062,2.088]> McLean et al. (2003) L0-L6 20.16 10.28 -24.13 3.48 1.0
H2O − 1 = <F λ=[1.335,1.345]><F λ=[1.295,1.305]> Slesnick et al. (2004) M4-L6 29.42 -17.94 -24.98 14.73 0.5
H2O − 2 = <F λ=[2.035,2.045]><F λ=[2.145,2.155]> Slesnick et al. (2004) M4-L3 306.25 -917.19 965.74 -348.88 1.0
Table 4.3: Estimation of the near-infrared spectral types based on spectral indices
Name Opt SpT Reference Empirical SpT Index SpT NIR SpT
H2O H2OD H2O − 1 H2O − 2
DE J1245 M9.5 1 M9 M9.5±1.0 M8.0±1.0 L0.5±0.5 M9.0±1.0 M9.5±1.0
EROS J0032 L0γ 2,6 L1 L1.0±1.0 L0.0±1.0 L1.0±0.5 L0.5±1.0 L0.5±0.5
2M J2213 L0γ 8 L0 L1.0±1.0 M9.5±1.0 L3.5±0.5 L0.0±1.0 L2.0±1.5
Cha J1305 L0 3,7 L1 L2.5±1.0 L2.5±1.0 L5.0±0.5 L2.0±1.0 L3.5±1.5
2M J2322 L2γ 4, 8 L2 L4.0±1.0 L1.0±1.0 L2.0±0.5 L2.5±1.0 L2.0±1.0
2M J2126 L3γ 4, 8 L3 L3.0±1.0 L5.5±1.0 L2.0±0.5 L4.5±1.0 L3.0±1.5
2M J2208 L3γ 5, 8 L1 L7.0±1.0 L2.0±1.0 L3.5±0.5 L2.0±1.0 L3.0±2.0
[1] - Looper et al. (2007); [2] - Reid et al. (2008b); [3] - Allers et al. (2006a); [4] - Reid et al. (2008b); [5] - Allen
et al. (2007); [6] - Allers & Liu (2007); [7] - Alcala´ et al. (2008); [8] - Cruz et al. (2009b);
The equivalent widths of the gravity-sensitive K I lines at 1.169 µm, 1.177 µm, 1.243 µm, and 1.253 µm
of our objects are reported in Table 4.4. They were computed following the method developed by Sem-
bach & Savage (1992). We used the same reference wavelengths for the fit of the pseudocontinuum and
for the line as Allers & Liu (2013). In Fig. 4.6, we show the equivalent widths of these lines as for our
targets and reference objects. The trends are similar to those found by Bonnefoy et al. (2013a) and Allers
& Liu (2013). For all four cases, EROS J0032 has an equivalent widths close to those of field L0 dwarf
analogues. The remaining field Lγ dwarfs have lower equivalent widths in some, but not all of the dia-
grams. This confirms the conclusions derived in Section 4.3.2. The object DENISJ1245 has equivalent
widths comparable as late-M dwarf members of the ∼8 Myr old TW Hydrae and Upper Scorpius. This is
consistent with the membership of this object to the TW Hydrae association (see Looper et al. 2007and
Section 4.5.2.1). We calculate the KIJ index for medium-resolution spectra degraded at R∼700. We find
similar results and trends (Figure 4.7) in the KIJ index defined by Allers & Liu (2013), and measure the
depth of the K I doublet at 1.243-1.253 µm. The spectrum of Cha J1305 was too noisy to derive equivalent
widths and KIJ index values.
We also computed the FeHJ and H − cont indices defined by Allers & Liu (2013). These indices measure
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Table 4.4: Age-sensitive indices and equivalent widths
Object FeHJ (a) KIJ (a) H − cont (a) EW - K I EW - K I EW - K I EW - K I
1.169 µm 1.177 µm 1.243 µm 1.253 µm
(Å) (Å) (Å) (Å)
DE J1245 1.091 ± 0.005 1.058 ± 0.002 0.992 ± 0.001 2.20 ± 0.57 2.57 ± 0.76 2.05 ± 0.13 1.02 ± 0.12
EROS J0032 1.200 ± 0.003 1.096 ± 0.005 0.925 ± 0.001 5.92 ± 0.31 9.30 ± 0.41 5.97 ± 0.17 4.46 ± 0.16
2M J2213 1.134 ± 0.004 1.034 ± 0.004 0.958 ± 0.002 7.45 ± 0.92 12.45 ± 1.31 1.31 ± 0.28 1.94 ± 0.25
2M J2322 1.144 ± 0.009 1.112 ± 0.003 0.935 ± 0.001 3.86 ± 0.56 7.78 ± 0.74 5.78 ± 0.21 4.51 ± 0.19
2M J2126 1.183 ± 0.010 1.061 ± 0.003 0.949 ± 0.001 4.98 ± 0.34 6.55 ± 0.46 4.43 ± 0.22 4.52 ± 0.20
2M J2208 1.118 ± 0.010 1.063 ± 0.003 0.930 ± 0.001 7.69 ± 0.41 8.39 ± 0.55 7.43 ± 0.39 3.86 ± 0.36
(a) Computed using the code developed by Allers & Liu (2013).
the strength of the gravity sensitive FeH feature at 1.2 µm and the shape of the H band continuum, respec-
tively. We calculate the FeHJ index using medium-resolution spectra degraded at R∼700. Nonetheless,
we use all the spectra smoothed to R∼100 to calculate the H − cont index, as the H band is broad enough
not to be significantly affected by the spectral resolution. The index values are reported for the targets in
Table 4.4 and compared to other objects in Fig. 4.7. All the objects, except EROS J0032 have index com-
patible with the trends of objects from young moving groups and γ and β dwarfs. This further indicates
that EROS J0032 is the object with the highest surface gravity and/or the oldest age of the sample.
4.4 Spectral synthesis
In the following sections, we compare the dereddened near-infrared spectra of our objects to predictions
from BT-Settl atmospheric models (Allard et al. 2003, 2007, 2011). The models have already been tested
on near-infrared spectra of young M5.5-L0 objects by Bonnefoy et al. (2013a). We compare the new
ISAAC spectra to derive the atmospheric parameters (Teff , log g) of the objects and to reveal nonrepro-
ducibilities of the models for later spectral types. Flux in synthetic spectra are provided per cm2 of the
stellar surface. They therefore need to the scaled back, using the distance modulus, to absolute flux. The
models are described in Allard et al. (2011), Allard et al. (2012a), and Allard et al. (2012c). We summarize
their most relevant characteristics below.
We used the 2010 and 2013 prerelease of these models2. The comparative analysis of the results provided
by these two versions enables us to judge the pertinence of new physics incorporated. With this approach,
2The 2013 prerelease of the models corresponds to the final and stable version of the 2012 model grid (called
BT-Settl 2012; used in Bonnefoy et al. (2013c,a,b)) where some synthetic spectra were recomputed following
the discovery of errors in the model code. Upgrades in the 2012 grid were released progressively on the Star,
Brown Dwarf & Planet Simulator web server (http://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/CIFIST2011
/RESTARTS/) until September 2013. Therefore, we decided to call the most recent version of the models used in
this study BT-Settl 2013, even if a new version of the BT-Settl models may be released on the web server by the end
of 2013.
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Figure 4.7: FeH, KIJ , and H band age-sensitive indices.
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we also avoid relying only on the most recent version of the models, which remain to be tested, contrary
to the BT-Settl 2010 models (e.g. Bonnefoy et al. 2013a). In the 2013 pre-release of the BT-Settl models
(Allard et al. 2011hereafter BT-Settl 2013), the cloud model was improved with a dynamical determination
of the supersaturation, the implementation of a grain size-dependent forward scattering, and by accounting
for grain nucleation based on cosmic rays studies (Tanaka 2005). The BT-Settl 2010 models rely on the
reference solar abundances of Asplund et al. (2009). Conversely, the BT-Settl 2013 models are based on
the CIFIST photospheric solar abundances of Caffau et al. (2011). Therefore, the 2013 solarmetallicity
models have atmospheres slightly enriched with C, O compared to the 2010 models, e.g., in elements
involved in the formation of the main molecular absorbers in the near-infrared (CO, H2O) and of dust
grains (e.g., Forsterite - Mg2SiO4, Ensaltite - MgSiO3), which either contribute to the atmospheric opacity
or deplete the gas phase from elements.
We selected subgrids of synthetic spectra with 1000 K≤ Te f f ≤ 3000 K, 3.0 ≤ log g ≤ 5.5 (≥ 3.5 below
2000 K), and [M/H]=0. An alternative subgrid of the BT-Settl 2013 models (1000 K≤ Te f f ≤ 3000
K, 3.5 ≤ log g ≤ 5.5) with M/H=+0.5 dex was also used to explore the effect of the metallicity on the
determination of log g and Te f f . The spacing of the model grid is 100 K and 0.5 dex in log g.
4.4.1 Near-infrared spectra
The BT-Settl 2010 and the 2013 synthetic spectra were smoothed to the resolution of ISAAC. The mod-
els were then reinterpolated on the ISAAC wavelength grid. Spectra were normalized in the following
wavelength intervals 1.1-1.35 µm (J), 1.46-1.80 µm (H), 2.02-2.42 µm (K), and 1.1-2.42 µm (JHK), and
compared in these intervals using least-squares. Results from the fit were always checked visually. This
often revealed inapropriate fitting solutions induced by the remaining uncertainties in the models. Fits
with the BT-Settl 2010 model spectra were, in particular, affected by a numerical noise introduced by the
limited original wavelength sampling of the models (Bonnefoy et al. 2013a). The fits with the BT-Settl
2013 models were more affected by the nonsimultaneous fit of the water bands longward 1.33 µm and by
the improper modeling of the H band shape. Atmospheric parameters corresponding to the best fit models
are reported in Table 5.9. The parameters Te f f , log g, and M/H have minimum uncertainties of 100 K,
0.5 dex, and 0.5 dex respectively. These errors correspond to the sampling of the atmospheric parameters
of the model grids. We show the best fit synthetic spectra in Figures 4.8 to 4.11.
BT-Settl models reproduce the shape of the pseudocontinuum and of the prominent narrow atomic (K I,
Na I) and molecular (CO) lines of the objects when each band is fitted independently from each other. We
recover the nonreproducibility from 1.6 to 1.7 µm and from 1.195-1.205 µm quoted in Bonnefoy et al.
(2013a) and, it is at least partially, due to missing FeH opacities. The ability to reproduce the data is worse
in the case of EROS J0032. The spectrum of this object has features more typical of mature field dwarfs
(Section 5.3). This miss-match is consistent with the conclusions of Bonnefoy et al. (2013a), who find a
similar departure of the models at these wavelengths in field L-dwarf spectra.
The surface gravity of Cha1305 and DENIS J1245 found with BT-Settl 2010 falls in the range expected
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Figure 4.8: Visual comparison of the best fit BT-Settl 2010 (left panel, blue) and BT-Settl 2013 (right
panel, red) synthetic spectra to the six new ISAAC spectra of young M9.5-L3 dwarfs in the J band (1.1-
1.35 µm). All spectra have been normalized over the wavelength interval. Alternative solutions are shown
in light green and are shifted by +0.3 to +0.5 flux normalized units for clarity.
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.8, but in the H band (1.46-1.8 µm).
from evolutionary models for 1-10 Myr objects. It also corresponds, within error bars, to the one deter-
mined for late-M/early-L targets from Chameleon and TW Hydrae by Bonnefoy et al. (2013a) based on
the same analysis tools and models. The BT-Settl 2013 models fit a higher surface gravity and metallicity
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.8, but in the K band (1.96-2.42 µm).
to the spectrum of Cha1305. The two parameters are known to have counteracting effects on the atmo-
spheric pressure at a given optical depth (see Mohanty et al. 2007) and dust content in the atmosphere.
They can then induce opposite variations of the main spectroscopic features (Looper et al. 2008b). There-
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.8, but for the whole near-infrared spectrum (1.1-2.42 µm).
fore, the higher surface gravity found for Cha1305 is likely caused by the degenerate effect of metallicity.
We find an alternative solution with a lower surface gravity for this object at solarmetallicity (see Fig-
ure 4.11), which provides a good fit of the 1.1-2.5 µm spectrum, but fails to reproduce the shape of the
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Table 4.5: Atmospheric parameters corresponding to the best fit spectra or synthetic fluxes for our seven
targets. We give Te f f /log g/[M/H].
Model Band DENIS J1245 EROS J0032 2M2213 Cha 1305 2M 2322 2M 2126 2M 2208
BT-Settl 2010 J 2300/3.5/0.0 2100/3.5/0.0 1700/4.5/0.0 1700/3.5/0.0 2000/3.5/0.0 2000/3.5/0.0 1700/4.0/0.0
BT-Settl 2010 H 2300/3.5/0.0 2100/3.5/0.0 1700/4.5/0.0 2100/3.5/0.0 2200/3.5/0.0 1600/3.5/0.0 1800/3.5/0.0
BT-Settl 2010 K 2400/3.5/0.0 2000/4.5/0.0 1700/4.5/0.0 1700/3.5/0.0 2000/4.0/0.0 2100/4.0/0.0 1700/4.0/0.0
BT-Settl 2010 JHK 2400/3.5/0.0 2000/4.5/0.0 1700/3.5/0.0 1700/3.5/0.0 1700/3.5/0.0 1600/3.5/0.0 1800/3.5/0.0
BT-Settl 2010 SED 2200/3.5/0.0 2000/4.5/0.0 2000/3.0/0.0 . . . 1800/3.5/0.5 1800/3.5/0.0 1800/4.0/0.0
BT-Settl 2013 J 2400/3.0/0.0 1700/5.0/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1900/4.0/0.5
BT-Settl 2013 H 2400/3.0/0.0 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5
BT-Settl 2013 K 2400/3.0/0.0 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.0/0.0 1800/4.0/0.0
BT-Settl 2013 JHK 2400/3.0/0.0 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.5/0.5 1800/4.0/0.0 1800/4.5/0.0
BT-Settl 2013 SED 2100/3.0/0.0 1900/4.0/0.5 1800/4.5/0.0 . . . 1800/3.5/0.5 1800/3.5/0.0 1800/4.0/0.0
pseudocontinuum in the H band.
The fit of the J, H, and K band spectra do not reveal a clear correlation between the spectral type and
the temperature when the 2010 release of the models is used. The best fit temperatures can vary by up
to 500 K from band to band. The 1.1-2.5 µm spectra are also fitted by models at lower temperatures,
with differences of 500 K. The spread in effective temperature is reduced to 200 K with the 2013 models.
Nevertheless, the solutions found fitting the 1.1-2.5 µm spectrum of the objects provides a reasonable fit
in the individual bands with both models.
The reduced scatter in effective temperatures found with the 2013 release of the models also reflects the
overall better quality of the fit provided by these models. The BT-Settl 2010 models reproduce better the
spectra than the 2013 models when solarmetallicity models are considered. These behaviors are closely
related to the dust that is allowed to form and is sustained in the atmospheres of both models. We discuss
these differences in Section 4.5.1.
We decided to further test the models by comparing their predictions to the 1-5 µm spectral energy distri-
butions of the objects.
4.4.2 Spectral energy distributions
We built the spectral energy distributions (SED) of the sources using published photometry from the
2MASS (J, H, K bands; λre f = 1.235, 1.662, and 2.159 µm ; Cutri et al. 2003) and WISE (W1, λre f =
3.4µm; W2, λre f = 4.6µm; Cutri & et al. 2012) sky surveys. The sources also have W3 (λre f = 12µm) and
W4 (λre f = 22 µm) WISE photometry. Nevertheless, we refrained from accounting for this photometry
in the fit since the sources were not detected at a good S/N (> 8) in the WISE images. We excluded
Cha 1305 from this analysis since the SED of this source has a strong excess (Allers et al. 2006b). The
optical photometry, avaliable for some objects, is not included in the fit because the models are known to
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be inaccurate at these wavelengths (see Bonnefoy et al. 2013a).
The infrared photometry was converted to fluxes using tabulated zero points (Cohen et al. 2003a; Jarrett
et al. 2011).
We generated synthetic fluxes from the BT-Settl 2010 and 2013 model grids in the passbands corre-
sponding to the avaliable photometry of the sources. The synthetic fluxes (Fλ) are provided per square
centimeters of the stellar surface. The synthetic SEDs were then normalized to the object apparent fluxes
by scaling a dillution factor that minimized the χ2 of the fit. This dillution factor corresponds to R2/d2, in
which R and d are the radius and distance of the source, respectively.
The best-fit atmospheric parameters corresponded to the minimimum χ2 of the fit found for all possible
combinations of atmospheric parameters in the grid of models. These parameters are reported in Table
5.9. The corresponding spectra are shown in Figure 4.12. χ2 maps indicate that for most of the objects the
fit is sensitive to Te f f only. We estimate errors of +300−100 K for DENIS 1245, and ±100 K for the remaining
targets with the BT-Settl 2013 models. We also find errors of +100−500 K for 2M2213 and 2M2322, and ±200
K otherwise for the BT-Settl 2013 models. These errors are based on 5σ contours in the χ2 maps. Both
models yield similar effective temperatures (± 200 K). This is not surprising since differences between the
models are expected to vanish at the spectral resolution corresponding to the broadband filters considered
here. This also indicates that the errors are conservative.
Semiempirical radii R can be derived for the objects with known distances d from the normalization
factor R2/d2 used to scale the model SED to the flux of the object. This is the case for EROS J0032
and DENIS 1245 (see Section 4.5.2). We therefore derive R = 0.9 ± 0.2 RJup for EROS J0032 and
R = 2.4 ± 0.6 RJup for DENIS 1245 from the two sets of models. We compare these values to predictions
from evolutionary models in Section 4.5.2.
The SED fit confirms the effective temperatures found from the near-infrared spectra. Two objects (2M2322,
and 2M2126) have best-fit temperatures which disagree with those found from the fit of the BT-Settl 2010
models to the 1.1-2.5 µm spectra. We selected a subgrid of synthetic spectra corresponding to the set of
atmospheric parameters producing the best fit of the SED within a 5 σ confidence level. We identified
the spectrum from this sub-grid producing the best fit of the 1.1-2.5 µm spectra of the targets, and dis-
played them in Figure 4.13. The best fits are found for low surface gravities, therefore further confirming
results from the empirical analysis. Nevertheless, the comparison demonstrates that the models do not
successfully reproduce the global spectral slope at these wavelengths as well as the pseudocontinuum in
the H band. We reach similar conclusions for DENIS 1245, whose fit also indicates a mismatch of the
overall spectral slope by the models if reduced (3σ) errors are considered on the temperature derived
from the SED. We discuss possible explanations for the nonreproducibility of the models in the following
section.
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Figure 4.12: Fit of the spectral energy distribution of five sources of the target sample (green squares)
without noticeable excess emission by BT-Settl 2010 (blue) and BT-Settl 2013 (red) synthetic fluxes (lay-
ing bars). The corresponding best-fit spectra are overlaid.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Behavior of atmospheric models
The atmospheric models yield atmospheric parameters that are mostly consistent with our empirical anal-
ysis. All of the Lγ objects have surface gravities expected for young objects. The BT-Settl 2013 models
converge toward an overall higher surface gravity for EROS J0032.
Surprisingly, all spectra but that of DENIS 1245 are well reproduced by a single BT-Settl 2013 synthetic
spectrum with Te f f =1800 K, log g = 4.5, and M/H = +0.5. Models at higher metallicity used in this
analysis had not been extensively tested and suffer from increased numerical instability due to the dust
content in these atmospheres that is several times greater. Nonconvergent models can indeed have an
anomalous dust content, which can sometimes produce spectra that match the observations well. We
found nonetheless that a neighboring spectra with Te f f = 1700 K and log g =4.5 is affected by this
problem. Therefore, it is possible that our temperature estimate could be biased by 100 K given our
inability to check if a convergent model at these Te f f ’s can provide a better fit. We also verified that the
features of the model spectrum at Te f f = 1800 K are coherent with those found in model spectra for other
neighboring Te f f and log g.
The near-infrared spectral slopes, and therefore results from the fits of the ISAAC spectra, are mostly tied
to the dust content in the atmosphere. Solutions at high metallicity can then be interpreted as if the 2013
solar metallicity models were not forming enough dust in the atmosphere compared to the 2010 models.
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Figure 4.13: ISAAC spectra (black) smoothed at R=300 compared to best-fit BT-Settl 2010 (blue) and
for BT-Settl 2013 (red) spectra with previously determined effective temperature inferred from the SED fit
for objects for which an independent fit of the 1.1-2.5 µm does not yield the same effective temperature.
This lack of dust could also explain why the models do not reproduce the shape of the pseudocontinuum
in the H band well. The mismatch found in the BT-Settl 2010 models (Figure 4.13) is also indicative of a
lack of dust grains at high altitude/low optical depths in the cloud model. The problem may be solved with
an ongoing revision of the models. The current version of the code uses a mixing length parameter (which
parametrizes the vertical size of the convection cells) of 2 throughout the regime from M dwarfs to brown
dwarfs. The new RHD simulations rather indicate that this parameter should be set to lower values. In
addition, the grain growth in the 2013 models was artificially suppressed, as it was linked to the assumed
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Table 4.6: Adopted atmospheric parameters and bolometric luminosity
Object Teff [K] log g log10(L/L)(a)
DENIS J1245 2200 ± 200 3.0 ± 0.5 −3.02 ± 0.21
EROS J0032 1900 ± 200 4.5 ± 0.5 −3.93 ± 0.11
2M 2203 1800 ± 100 4.0 ± 0.5 . . .
Cha 1305 1800 ± 100 4.0 ± 0.5 −3.13 ± 0.08
2M 2322 1800 ± 100 4.0 ± 0.5 . . .
2M 2126 1800 ± 100 4.0 ± 0.5 . . .
2M 2208 1800 ± 100 4.0 ± 0.5 . . .
(a) Recomputed based on the bolometric corrections of young M9.5 and L0 dwarfs reported
in Todorov et al. (2010).
availability of nucleation seeds. The next version of the models will treat growth by coagulation in a more
consistent fashion and could, in principle, produce thicker clouds.
The fit of the SED is less influenced by localized errors in the models because of the extended spectral
coverage and the lower resolution of the fit, set by the narrowest filter. If we assume that the SED fits
are more reliable, we confirm the quick drop of the effective temperature at the M/L transition discovered
for young optically-classified dwarfs (GSC 08047-00232 B, OTS 44, KPNO-Tau 4) by Bonnefoy et al.
(2013a). The effective temperature remains nearly constant for the L0-L3γ dwarfs of the sample. These
temperatures are close to those of other young L-type low-mass companions AB Pic b (Bonnefoy et al.
2010), 1RXS1609b (Lafrenie`re et al. 2008b, 2010b), GJ 417 B (Bonnefoy et al. 2013a), β Pictoris b
(Bonnefoy et al. 2013c), G196-3B (Zapatero Osorio et al. 2010), and CD-35 2722B (Wahhaj et al. 2011).
This further suggests that β Pictoris b is an early-L dwarf.
4.5.2 Revised properties
We combine results from our analysis of the SED and the 1.1-2.5 µm ISAAC spectra to derive final
estimates for the objects and we report them in Table 4.6. We prioritized the solutions derived from the
SED fit with the BT-Settl 2013 models for the final estimate of the Te f f . The values of the surface gravity
correspond to the most frequent solutions found from the fit of the J, H, K, and JHK band spectra. The
error bars were derived on a case-by-case basis from the dispersion of the atmospheric parameters.
These new parameters and complementary material found in the literature are used to rediscuss the prop-
erties of DENIS J1245, EROS J0032, Cha 1305, and 2M2213.
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Table 4.7: Physical properties of the objects with known distance and age.
Object Age M from L/L (a) M from Teff (a)
(Myr) (MJup) (MJup)
DENIS 1245 10+10−7 16
+19
−7 16
+9
−10
Cha1305 4 ± 2 12+3−4 7 ± 2
EROS J0032 30+20−10 ? 12 ± 2 13+15−1
EROS J0032 120 ± 20 ? 30 ± 6 33 ± 7
EROS J0032 21+4−13 11
+1
−4 13
+2
−4
(a) Derived from the evolutionary models of Chabrier et al. (2000).
4.5.2.1 DENIS-P J124514.1-442907 (TWA 29)
The object DENIS-P J124514.1-442907 was identified as a probable member of the TW Hydrae associa-
tion (Kastner et al. 1997) by Looper et al. (2007). Membership was initially based on estimated distance,
sky position relative to known association members, proper-motions, Hα emission, and features indica-
tive of low surface gravity in low-resolution (R∼120), near-infrared (0.94-2.5 µm) and medium-resolution
(R∼1800), red-optical spectra of the source. Looper et al. derived spectral types M9.5 and M9pec, respec-
tively, from their optical and near-infrared spectra. Manara et al. (2013b) derived a comparable range of
spectral types (M7.2-L0.8) by calculating spectral indices in an 0.58-2.4µm medium-resolution ( R∼3500)
spectrum of DENIS J1245. These spectral type estimates are in agreement with our value (Table 4.3).
The membership of DENIS J1245 in the TW Hydrae association was revisited by both Schneider et al.
(2012) and Weinberger et al. (2013a). Schneider et al. used revised proper motion measurements to assess
the membership in the context of other proposed members and found that membership was highlylikely,
despite the lack of a measured parallax at the time. Weinberger et al. measured a parallax and new proper
motions from dedicated, multi-epoch photometry and found that the the overall kinematics and Galactic
position of the brown dwarf were consistent with the distribution of other higher-mass members of the
association.
We used the online BANYAN tool of Malo et al. (2013) to calculate a membership probability based on
the position, proper motion, and measured parallax. The Bayesian analysis provides a 95% probability of
the brown dwarf being a member of the TW Hydrae association based only on the available kinematics
(i.e., not considering the evidence for youth). We also use the methods of Le´pine & Simon (2009) and
Schlieder et al. (2010, 2012) to constrain group membership. We calculated φ, the angle between the
source proper motion vector and that expected for the average motion of kinematic moving group members
at its position, and dkin, the source’s distance assuming it is a group member. We checked these values
for each of the young, kinematic groups described in Torres et al. (2008). We found φ for DENIS J1245
was smallest when calculated for both the β Pictoris moving group and the TW Hydrae association, ∼5.5◦.
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This angle is typically .10◦ for well established group members. The dkin predicted for both moving
groups was also very similar, ∼95 pc, and generally consistent with the 79±13 pc distance measured by
Weinberger et al. (2013a). However, the Galactic XYZ distances of the brown dwarf are most consistent
with other members the TW Hydrae association, particularly the positive Z distance. These results are
consistent with previous kinematic studies, and when combined with previous evidence for youth and the
spectral features indicative of verylow surface gravity in our ISAAC spectrum, indicate DENIS J1245 is
a very strong candidate for TWA membership. Designation as a true member will require an accurate RV
measurement.
Witte et al. (2011) compared their DRIFT-PHOENIX model spectra to the near-infrared spectrum of Looper
et al. (2007) to derive Te f f =1900 K, log g = 4.5 and [M/H] = 0.0. Our estimates of these physical param-
eters are consistent with these values if we consider a 100 K error on their measurements, corresponding
to the sampling in effective temperature of their model template grid. Nevertheless, they disagree with the
temperature derived from the fit of the 1.1-2.5 µm only. Our estimates of the effective temperature (from
the SED, or the spectra) are in good agreement with the temperature (Te f f = 2300 K) derived from the
extension (Bricen˜o et al. 2002) of the spectral type temperature conversion scale of Luhman (1999) and
Luhman et al. (2003). We derive a mass of 16+9−10MJup for DENIS J1245 by comparing our temperature
(reported in Table 4.6) to predictions of the DUSTY evolutionary models (Chabrier et al. 2000) for an age
of 10+10−7 Myr (Barrado y Navascue´s 2006).
We used the parallax measurement of Weinberger et al. (2013b) and the BCK for young M9.5 dwarfs
derived by Todorov et al. (2010) to estimate the bolometric luminosity (Table 4.7) of the source. This
luminosity corresponds to a predicted mass consistent with that derived from Te f f (see Table 4.7). We
thus confirm that to date, DENIS J1245 is the lowest mass isolated object proposed to be a member of the
TW Hydrae association. The semiempirical radius derived in Section 4.4.2 is consistent with evolutionary
model predictions (Chabrier et al. 2000) for the estimated age of the object.
4.5.2.2 EROS-MP J0032-4405
The object EROS-MP J0032-4405 was discovered by Goldman et al. (2010). Martı´n et al. (1999) adopted
a spectral type of L0 from the analysis of an optical spectrum and identified strong Li 6708 Å absorption.
The detection of Li constrained the mass to M ≤ 50MJup and the age to be younger than ∼0.5 Gyr. Gold-
man et al. (2010) used NG-Dusty models to estimate a temperature of Teff = 1850 ±150 K, comparable to
our estimate from SED fitting. Cruz et al. (2009b) classified this object as verylow gravity L0γ type and
estimated a spectroscopic distance of dsp=41±5 pc. Allers & Liu (2013) also presented a low-resolution
near-infrared spectrum and used their index based methods to classify it as L0 VL-G (very low gravity).
Accurate proper motions and a parallax of 38.4 ± 4.8 mas were presented in Faherty et al. (2012b).
Our index based analysis of our ISAAC spectrum provided a spectral type consistent with the L0 deter-
mined by Cruz et al. (2009b) and Allers & Liu (2013). However, the gravity sensitive spectral features
in our medium-resolution spectrum provide a slightly different view of the brown dwarf’s age. Figures 5
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and 6 show that the gravity sensitive K I lines and FeH band in the J-band and the shape of the H-band
continuum are consistent with a surface gravity that is only slightly weaker than typical field brown dwarfs
of similar spectra type. These features are more suggestive of an intermediate surface gravity and thus
an older age than the previous optical and near-infrared spectra. Since our knowledge of how dust and
low-surface gravity affect individual spectral features and overall spectral morphology at different wave-
lengths and spectral resolutions is incomplete, it is difficult to assess this discrepancy. As shown for two
proposed L-type members of the AB Doradus moving group in Allers & Liu (2013), even the spectra of
brown dwarfs at the same purported age and temperature exhibit features consistent with different surface
gravities.
Cruz et al. (2009b) showed that the sky position of EROS J0032 and many other young, field dwarfs were
coincident with known members of young kinematic groups. To follow up these preliminary suggestions,
we followed the same procedures as described for DENIS J1245 to investigate possible membership of
EROS J0032 in kinematic moving groups. Using only the available proper motions and parallax, the Malo
et al. (2013) online tool provides ∼92% membership probability in the Tucana/Horologium association
(Tuc/Hor), ∼8% membership probability in the AB Doradus moving group (AB Dor), and ¡1% probability
in the β Pictoris moving group (β Pic) and the field. However, the potential membership EROS J0032 in a
young moving group hinges on its radial velocity (RV).
We illustrate this in Fig. 4.14, where we show projections of the six-dimensional Galactic kinematics3 of
EROS J0032 for a range of possible RVs ([-30, 30] km s−1). The figure reveals that the kinematics of
the brown dwarf are a relatively good match to both the Tuc/Hor and β Pic groups for RVs between ∼
5-10 km s−1. The object EROS J0032 is also close to the AB Dor group distribution for RVs ∼15-20 km
s−1, but remains a >4σ outlier in the (UV) plane. EROS J0032 is consistent with the (XYZ) of any of
these groups. To complete the kinematic analysis, we also calculated φ = 5.3◦, φ = 0.9◦, φ = 19.5◦ when
comparing the brown dwarf’s proper motions to the Tuc/Hor, AB Dor, and β Pic groups, respectively. The
dkin’s calculated for the groups are also very comparable: 32 pc for Tuc/Hor, 37 pc for AB Dor, and 26
pc for β Pic. All of these distances are broadly consistent with the measured parallax distance of 26.0
± 3.3 pc, but the match to β Pic is the best. Thus, we conclude that the kinematics of EROS J0032 are
most suggestive of possible membership in either the Tuc/Hor or β Pic groups, but without a measured
RV, definitive membership cannot be assigned.
For completeness, we estimate the mass of EROS J0032 by comparing our derived effective temperature to
DUSTY evolutionary model predictions for two different age ranges: 20 - 40 Myr for possible Tuc/Hor or
β Pic membership and 130±20 Myr for possible AB Dor membership (Zuckerman et al. 2001; Barenfeld
et al. 2013). If the brown dwarf is a member of β Pic, its mass is comparable to those of directly imaged
planets (see Table 4.7).
3UVWXYZ, where U, V , and W are Galactic velocities and X, Y , and Z are Galactic distances. U and X are
positive toward the Galactic center, V and Y are positive in the direction of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy, and
W and Z are positive toward the north Galactic pole. The sun lies at (UVWXYZ) = (0,0,0,0,0,0).
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Figure 4.14: Projections of the 6D Galactic kinematics of EROS J0032 compared to the young Tu-
cana/Horologium, AB Doradus, and β Pictoris kinematic groups. EROS J0032 is presented by a violet
diamond with associated error bars. The multiple points represent different possible values of the radial
velocity (RV), ranging from -30 km s−1 to +30 km s−1 in increments of 5 km s−1. The young kinematic
groups are designated in the figure legend. Top panels: Projections in (UVW) Galactic velocity. The col-
ored ellipses designate the 2σ dispersion of the average velocities of each group from Malo et al. (2013).
EROS J0032 is most consistent with the Tuc/Hor and β Pic groups for RVs between ∼5 and 10 km s−1.
Bottom panels: Projections of the (XYZ) Galactic distance. EROS J0032 is consistent with the distribu-
tions of all three young groups. For reference, we also plot the Galactic velocity space occupied by most
young stars in the solar neighborhood as a dashed, grey box (Zuckerman & Song 2004).
4.5.2.3 Cha J130540.8-773958
Our new effective temperature determination for Cha J1305 falls in the same range as the temperatures
of 1-3 Myr old M9.5-L0 objects OTS 44 (Luhman et al. 2004), KPNO Tau 4 (Bricen˜o et al. 2002), and
Cha J110913-773444 (Luhman et al. 2005b). This is consistent with the observed similarities between
the spectrum of OTS 44 and the low-resolution (R∼300) near-infrared spectrum of Cha 1305 presented by
Allers et al. (2007). The optical spectral type (L0 ± 2) derived by Jayawardhana & Ivanov (2006) is also
consistent with the near-infrared spectral type.
We recomputed the luminosity of Cha 1305 and report it in Table 4.7. This luminosity is based on the BCK
of young L0 dwarfs (Todorov et al. 2010), the K band magnitude of the source, corrected for an AV = 3
mag (Allers et al. 2007; Spezzi et al. 2008), and an associated distance of 178 ± 18 pc for the Chameleon
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II star forming cloud (Whittet et al. 1997). We compared the temperature and luminosity of Cha J1305
to Chabrier et al. (2000) evolutionary tracks and retrieved a mass of 5-15 MJup for a Chameleon II age
of 4 ± 2 Myr (Spezzi et al. 2008). This mass is consistent with the previous mass estimate presented by
Allers et al. (2007).
4.5.2.4 2MASS J22134491-2136079
2MASS J22134491-2136079 was identified as a peculiar L0 type object with probable low gravity features
(Cruz et al. 2007). This gravity classification was based on the strength of VO bands and alkali doublets
in the optical. However, Hα emission was not detected. Kirkpatrick et al. (2008) estimated an age of
less than ∼100 Myr via visual comparison to the optical spectra of other brown dwarfs with known ages.
Kirkpatrick et al. (2008) considered the estimated age and sky position of 2M 2213 to suggest that it is
a possible member of the β Pictoris moving group. Cruz et al. (2009b) estimated a distance of 54 ± 7 pc
using the MJ-Spectral type relation from Cruz et al. (2003). Allers & Liu (2013) classified 2M 2213
as spectral type L0 with very low surface gravity from a low-resolution (R∼100) IRTF/SpeX spectrum.
This classification is at odds with the L2pec near-infrared spectral type of Marocco et al. (2013a), likely
because Marocco et al. (2013a) only compare the spectrum of the source to those of mature field dwarfs.
We report here the first estimate of the temperature of the object using atmospheric models, and find
atmospheric parameters that confirm the low surface gravity of the object. To further investigate possi-
ble young kinematic group membership, we use the proper motions measured by Faherty et al. (2009a)
to apply the same tests of group membership used for DENIS 1245 and EROS J0032. The BANYAN
Bayesian analysis tool provides ambiguous probabilities for group membership: ∼30% β Pictoris, ∼20%
Tuc/Hor, and ∼50% field. The angle φ is also <10◦ for many of the kinematic groups discussed in Torres
et al. (2008). The photometric distance estimated by Cruz et al. (2009b) could be used to potentially rule
out membership in several groups, but a parallax measurement is preferred given the young age of 2M
2213. Thus, the currently available data do not allow for constraints on 2M 2213’s possible kinematic
group membership. The topic should be revisited once RV and parallax measurements are available for
this young brown dwarf.
4.6 Conclusions
We obtained and analyzed seven VLT/ISAAC medium-resolution (R∼1500-1700) spectra of M9.5-L3
dwarfs classified at optical wavelengths and showing indications of low surface gravity. We built an
age sequence of M9.5 objects that allow us to pinpoint age-sensitive and gravity-sensitive features at
medium-resolving powers. The comparison of our spectra to those of young reference brown dwarfs and
their companions, and of mature field dwarfs confirm that our objects have peculiar features in the near-
infrared indicative of low surface gravities and young ages. We also confirm the youth of our objects by
calculating the equivalent widths of their KI lines and comparing these values per spectral type with the
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values obtained for young reference brown dwarfs and companions and mature field dwarfs. We derived
near-infrared spectral types based on dedicated spectral indices. These spectral types are in agreement with
the optical classification, and confirm the coherence of the classification method. The analysis revealed
that the L2γ object 2MASS J2322 provides a good match to the spectrum of the young planetary mass
companion 1RXS J160929.1-210524b.
The spectra and SEDs of the objects can be reproduced by the 2010 and 2013 BT-Settl atmospheric mod-
els. The 2013 release of the models simultaneously fit the spectra and the SED for the same temperatures
at all wavelengths. L0-L3γ dwarfs have nearly equal temperatures at around 1800 K. Nevertheless, we
identify that:
• the 2010 models do not reproduce the 1.1-2.5 µm spectral slope of some L2-L3 objects.
• the H band shape is not well reproduced by the BT-Settl 2013 models at solar metallicity. The
problem disappears when new, but not well-tested, models at super-solar metallicity are used, but
these models remain mostly untested.
Currently, all these discrepancies point out a lack of dust in the cloud models. The next version of the BT-
Settl models will modify the treatment of the vertical mixing and of grain growth processes. These new
models are expected to produce thicker clouds, and may solve the issues revealed by the ISAAC spectra.
The spectra of the objects will help to confirm the membership of photometrically-selected candidates in
star-forming regions. Within the next few years, surveys on the next generation of planet imaging instru-
ments such as the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch (SPHERE) at VLT, the Gemini
Planet Imager (GPI) at Gemini South, the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme AO Project (ScEXAO) at Sub-
aru, and the Large Binocular Telescope mid-infrared camera (LMIRCam) at LBT should provide a sample
of a few dozen young companions. Several planets similar to β Pictoris b should be unearthed and fall in
the same temperature range as our objects. Therefore, our spectra will serve as precious benchmarks for
the characterization of the physical and atmospheric properties of these companions.
Note added in proof: While this work was in peer review, Gagne´ et al. (2013) published a revised
version of the BANYAN tool (BANYAN II) and presented a detailed analysis of two of our
targets. Using BANYAN II, they found a 93.3% probability that DENIS-P J124514.1-442907
(TWA 29) is a member of the TW Hydrae association and a 91.8% probability that EROS-
MP J0032-4405 is a member of the β Pictoris moving group. These new results are consistent
with ours as presented in section 4.5.2.
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4.A Properties of the spectra of young companions
We summarize in Table 4.8 the main characteristics of the spectra of young companions found
in the literature and used in our empirical analysis. We did not report proposed spectral classes
for these companions given the inhomogeneous classification scheme adopted in the literature.
Table 4.8: Characteristics of the young companions spectra
Name Age λmin λmax R Referencea
(Myr) (µm) (µm)
2MASS J12073346-3932539 A 8 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
AB Pic b 30 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1, 2
CT Cha b 1-3 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
DH Tau b 1-3 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
Gl 417 B 80-250 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
GSC 08047-00232 B 30 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
HR7329 B 12 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
TWA 5B 8 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
TWA 22A 12 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
TWA 22B 12 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
USCO CTIO 108B 3-11 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 1
1RXS J235133.3+312720 B 50-150 0.8 2.5 250-1200 3
2MASS J01225093-2439505 B 10-120 1.48 2.38 3800 4
GSC 06214-00210 b 3-11 1.1 1.8 3800 5
HD203030 b 130-400 2.0 2.6 2000 6
1RXS J160929.1-210524 b 3-11 1.15 2.4 6000-1300 7, 8
2MASS J12073346-3932539 b 8 1.1 2.5 1500-2000 9
CD-35 2722 B 100 1.15 2.40 5000-6000 10
G196-3B 100 1.1 2.4 2000 11
GQ Lup b 1-3 1.1 2.5 2000-4000 12
GQ Lup b 1-3 1.164 2.4 5000 13
HN Peg b 100-500 0.65 2.56 75 14
HR8799 b 30 1.48 2.36 60 15
HR8799 c 30 1.965 2.381 4000 16
SDSSJ224953.47+004404.6AB 100 0.8 2.5 150 17
TWA 8B 8 0.8 2.42 2000 11
TWA 11C 8 0.95 2.42 2000 11
AB Dor C 75-175 1.48 2.5 1500 18
aReferences: 1, Bonnefoy et al. (2013a); 2, Bonnefoy et al. (2010); 3, Bowler et al. (2012); 4, Bowler et al. (2013); 5, Bowler
et al. (2011); 6, Metchev & Hillenbrand (2006); 7, Lafrenie`re et al. (2008b); 8, Lafrenie`re et al. (2010b); 9, Patience et al. (2010);
10, Wahhaj et al. (2011); 11, Allers & Liu (2013); 12, Seifahrt et al. (2007); 13, Lavigne et al. (2009); 14, Luhman et al. (2007);
15, Barman et al. (2011); 16, Konopacky et al. (2013); 17, Allers et al. (2010); 18, Close et al. (2007).
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4.B Best matches of EROS J0032, 2M 2213, 2M 2126, and
2M 2208 with library spectra.
We present the result of the best matches after performing the empirical comparison of EROS J0032,
2M 2213, 2M 2126, and 2M 2208 spectra with library spectra in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.15: Best matches of the 1.1-2.38 µm spectra of EROS J0032, 2M 2213, 2M 2126, and 2M 2208
with library spectra.
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Figure 4.16: J band of best matches of the spectra of EROS J0032, 2M 2213, 2M 2126, and 2M 2208
with library spectra.
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Hunting for brown dwarf binaries with X-Shooter∗
5.1 Introduction
Stars are believed to be born in nurseries of several objects. After childhood they leave their birth
place and settle on the main sequence. A majority of stars remain in binary or hierarchical sys-
tems. Multiplicity provides constraints on fundamental parameters, such as dynamical masses,
essential to test atmospheric models. It is well known that the binary fraction decreases when
decreasing mass. For L- and T- brown dwarfs, the binary fraction is estimated of about 20% (see
Section 1.2.3).
Burgasser et al. (2007) claimed that due to limitations of high resolution imaging methods, we are
missing brown dwarf binary systems with separations smaller than ∼3 au. Binary systems with
smaller separations that ∼3 au can be only found either using radial velocity methods, searching
for overluminous targets or studying the peculiar spectral characteristics of their spectra.
Brown dwarfs with different classification in the optical and in the near-infrared or with peculiar
spectra are potential candidates to be brown dwarf binary systems. In this Chapter, we aim to
find unresolved brown dwarf binary systems in a sample of 22 objects that satisfied at least one
of the criteria to be potential brown dwarf binary systems.
In Section 5.2 we detail the selection procedure for the candidates in our sample and we explain
how the observations were performed, and the data reduction procedure. In Section 5.3 we
perform an empirical analysis to search for L plus T, L plus L and T plus T unresolved brown
∗This chapter is adapted from the paper: Manjavacas, E.; Goldman, B; Alcala´, J. M.; Zapatero-Osorio, M. R.;
Be´jar, V. J. S.; Homeier, D.; Bonnefoy, M.; Smart, R. L.; Henning, T.; Allard, F., 2014, submitted to Astronomy &
Astrophysics.
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dwarfs binary systems. We also compare our objects with trigonometric distances in a color
magnitude diagram (CMD) with the L, L-T and T brown dwarfs published by Dupuy & Liu
(2012a). Color-magnitude plots help to discover unresolved binaries and young brown dwarfs.
We also calculate spectral indices following the method described in Burgasser et al. (2006, 2010)
and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a) to search for close binaries. In Section 5.4 we measure
the equivalent width of alkali lines in the optical and in the near infrared for our objects and
objects from the literature as a comparison. In Section 5.5 we test the BT-Settl 2014 atmospheric
models investigating whether they reproduce our spectra over the optical and the near-infrared.
In Section 5.6 we discuss the properties of the most remarkable objects of our sample. In Section
5.7 we update the binary fraction of very low mass objects. Finally, in Section 5.8 we summarize
our results.
5.2 The sample, observations and data reduction
5.2.1 Sample selection
We selected a sample of 22 brown dwarfs found in the literature with optical spectral types
between L3 and T7 which have discrepant optical and near-infrared classification, or, peculiar
spectra. Optical subtypes are typically earlier than the near infrared subypes. These objects
are candidates for unresolved binaries. Furthermore, to calibrate our results and confirm the
reliability of our method, we added some known brown dwarfs systems, LHS 102B (Golimowski
et al. 2004a), formed by a L4.5 plus a L4.5, and SDSS J042348.56-041403.4 (Burgasser et al.
2005), formed by a L6±1 and a T2±1. Our list of targets and their physical properties taken from
the literature are compiled in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Observations and data reduction
Our targets were observed using X-Shooter (Wideband ultraviolet-infrared single target spectro-
graph) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) between October 2009 and June 2010. X-Shooter
covers a wavelength range between 300-2500 nm. The instrument is separated into three arms:
UVB (300-550 nm), optical (550-1000 nm) and near-infrared (1000-2500 nm). It was operated
in echelle slit nod mode, using the 1.6” slit for the UVB arm, and the 1.5” slit for the optical
and the near-infrared arms. This setup provides resolutions of ∼3300 in the UVB and NIR, and
∼5400 in the VIS. We obtained an average signal to noise of ∼30. Observations were performed
at the parallactic angle to mitigate the effect of diferential chromatic refraction. We moved the
object along the slit between two positions following an ABBA pattern with a size of 6 arcsec.
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Table 5.1: List of observed targets. Magnitudes are given in 2MASS system, except for object Gl 229B.
# Name J [mag] H [mag] K [mag] dtrig (pc) SpT OPT SpT NIR Remarks Reference
1 LHS 102B 13.11±0.02 12.06±0.02 11.39±0.02 13.2±0.7 L5 L4.5 Binary 1, 2
2 2MASS J00361617+1821104 12.47±0.02 11.59±0.03 11.06±0.02 8.8±0.1 L3.5 L4 NR [a], V [b] 3, 4, 36
3 2MASS J00531899-3631102 14.45±0.02 13.48±0.03 12.94±0.02 L3.5 L4 5, 6
4 SIMP 01365662+0933473 13.46±0.03 12.77±0.03 12.56±0.02 6.0±0.1 T2.5 7, 8
5 2MASS J01443536-0716142 14.19±0.02 13.01±0.02 12.27±0.02 L5 Red 9, 10
6 2MASS J02182913-3133230 14.73±0.04 13.81±0.04 13.15±0.04 L3 L5.5 5,11
7 DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 13.25±0.02 12.20±0.02 11.56±0.02 4.9±0.1 L8 L9 12, 13, 35
8 2MASS J02572581-3105523 14.67±0.03 13.52±0.03 12.88±0.03 10.0±0.7 L8 L8.5 4, 5, 14
9 2MASS J03480772-6022270 15.32±0.05 15.56±0.14 15.60±0.02 7.9±0.2 T7 15, 16
10 2MASS J03552337+1133437 14.05±0.02 12.53±0.03 11.53±0.02 9.1±0.1 L5 L3 Y [d] 1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 37
11 SDSS J0423485-041403 14.47±0.02 13.46±0.03 12.93±0.03 13.9±2.1 L7.5 T0 Binary 1, 21, 33
12 2MASS J04390101-2353083 14.41±0.02 13.41±0.02 12.82±0.02 9.1±0.3 L6.5 11, 19
13 2MASS J04532647-1751543 15.14±0.03 14.06±0.03 13.47±0.03 L3pec Y ? [d] 11, 14
14 2MASS J05002100+0330501 13.67±0.02 12.68±0.02 12.06±0.02 L4 L4 1, 22
15 2MASS J05395200-0059019 14.03±0.03 13.10±0.02 12.53±0.02 12.2±4.5 L5 L5 NR [a], V [b] 1, 4, 24
16 2MASS J06244595-4521548 14.48±0.02 13.34±0.02 12.59±0.02 11.9±0.6 L5pec L5 1, 23
17 Gl 229B 13.97±0.03 14.38±0.03 14.55±0.03 5.8±0.4 T7pec MP [c], Y [d] 33, 34, 35
18 2MASS J10043929-3335189 14.48±0.04 13.49±0.04 12.92±0.02 17.0±1.6 L4 L5 25, 26
19 2MASS J11263991-5003550 14.00±0.03 13.28±0.03 12.83±0.03 L4.5 L6.5 Blue L 27, 28, 29
20 2MASS J13411160-3052505 14.61±0.03 13.72±0.03 13.08±0.02 L2pec L3 22
21 2MASS J18283572-4849046 15.18±0.05 14.91±0.06 15.18±0.14 11.9±1.1 T5.5 23, 31
22 2MASS J21513839-4853542 15.73±0.07 15.17±0.09 15.43±0.18 16.7±1.1 T4 30
[1] Reid et al. (2008b); [2] Burgasser et al. (2007); [3] Dahn et al. (2002b); [4] Schneider et al. (2014); [5] Marocco
et al. (2013b); [6] Martı´n et al. (2010); [7] Artigau et al. (2006); [8] Radigan et al. (2013); [9] Burgasser et al.
(2011); [10] Liebert et al. (2003); [11] Liebert et al. (2003); [12] Cruz et al. (2003); [13] Castro et al. (2013);
[14] Kirkpatrick et al. (2008); [15] Burgasser et al. (2003); [16] Parker & Tinney (2013); [17] Cruz et al. (2009b);
[18] Allers & Liu (2013); [19] Faherty et al. (2013); [20] Gagne´ et al. (2013); [21] Antonova et al. (2013);
[22] Antonova et al. (2013); [23] Faherty et al. (2012c); [24] Leggett et al. (2000); [25] Andrei et al. (2011);
[26] Gizis (2002); [27] Folkes et al. (2007); [28] Faherty et al. (2009b); [29] Burgasser et al. (2008); [30] Ellis et al.
(2005); [31] Burgasser et al. (2004); [32] Vrba et al. (2004b); [33] Nakajima et al. (1995); [34] Oppenheimer et al.
(2001); [35] Costa et al. (2006); [36] Gelino et al. (2002); [37] Zapatero Osorio et al. (2014); [a] NR: Not resolved
binary; [b] V: variability found; [c] MP: Metal poor; [d] Y: young.
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Flux detected in the UVB arm was extremely low, therefore we chose do not use spectra taken
in this range. Telluric standards were observed before or after every target at a close airmass
(±0.1 with respect to the targets). Telluric standard stars are provided in Table 5.11. Bias, darks
and flats were taken every night. Arc frames were taken on alternate days. The observing log is
reported in Table 5.11.
The spectra were reduced using the ESO X-Shooter pipeline version 1.3.7 (Vernet et al. 2011). In
the reduction cascade, the pipeline deletes the non-linear pixels and subtracts bias in the optical
or dark frames in the near-infrared. It generates a guess order from a format-check frame, a
reference list of arc line and a reference spectral format table. It refines the guess order table into
an order table from an order definition frame obtained by illuminating the X-Shooter pinhole
with a continuum lamp. The master flat frame and the order tables tracing the flat edges are
created. Finally, the pipeline determines the instrumental response and science data are reduced
in slit nodding mode.
In the case of the data taken in the near infrared, the pipeline did not produce satisfactory response
functions. In this case, we used the spectrum of the telluric star of the corresponding science
target observed in the same night to obtain the response function. We removed cosmetics and
cosmic rays from the telluric stars, as well as the H and He absorption lines on their spectra, using
a Legendre polynomial fit of the pseudo-continuum around the line. We then derived a response
function by dividing the non-flux calibrated clean spectrum of the telluric standard by a black
body synthetic spectrum with the same temperature as the telluric star (Theodossiou & Danezis
1991b). Finally, to calibrate in response, we used the package noao.onedspec.telluric from the
software Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, (IRAF). More details on data reduction and flux
calibration, as well as correction for telluric bands, are described in Alcala´ et al. (2014).
To make sure that the flux in the whole near-infrared spectra was correctly scaled, we calibrated
the flux of our near-infrared spectra using fluxes given by 2MASS (Two Micron All Sky Survey).
We convolved our near-infrared spectra with J, H and K filter transmission curves of 2MASS.
The resulting spectra were integrated. We calculated the flux for our targets corresponding to
the J, H and K bands using 2MASS magnitudes (Cohen et al. 2003b). Finally, we calculated
the scaling factor for J, H and K bands and multiplied our near-infrared spectra in J, H and K
filters to have the same flux as given by 2MASS. We scaled flux from the optical spectra to
be consistent with the flux in the near-infrared. In the overlapping wavelengths of the optical
and near-infrared spectra, we calculated a scaling factor, which is the median of the flux in the
overlapping wavelengths of the near-infrared spectra, divided by the median of the flux in the
overlapping wavelengths of the optical spectra. The reduced spectra are shown in Fig. 5.11.
Wavelengths largely affected by telluric absorption are removed from the figure, as well as the
1These spectra are available in my personal webpage: www.mpia.de/homes/manjavacas/MPIA.html
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optical part for object Gl229B, because it is contaminated by the flux of its companion and the
optical of 2M0144 because it is noisy.
5.3 Empirical analysis
5.3.1 Finding L plus T brown dwarf binaries
Spectra of L plus T brown dwarf binary systems have been widely studied in the past years
(Burgasser et al. 2007, 2010; Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. 2014a). The combined spectra of these
type of binary systems are expected to show peculiar characteristics, as they are a mix of two
quite different spectra, with different atomic and molecular absorptions (Cushing et al. 2005).
Burgasser et al. (2010) described differences of L plus T binary systems in comparison with
single template brown dwarf spectra: in general, spectra of L plus T binary systems show bluer
spectral energy distribution in the near-infrared, and in particular, some spectral features vary,
like the CH4 and H2O features at 1.1 µm which are deeper for binaries and the CH4 feature at
1.6 µm is stronger in comparison to the 2.2 µm CH4 band. Using such differences, Burgasser
et al. (2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a), defined spectral indices which help to
detect L plus T brown dwarf binaries. These indices are specified in Table 5.2. In Table 5.3
and Table 5.4 the regions that select potential L plus T brown dwarfs binary systems are defined.
Objects found in between four and eight selection regions are considered weak L plus T binary
candidates, and objects found in eight or more selection regions are considered strong candidates.
By calculating these indices we select those objects in our sample that are candidates L plus T
binary systems. The result is shown in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. These indices selected two strong
binary candidates: object SDSS J0423485-041403 [hereafter SD0423] was selected by nine in-
dices and object DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 [hereafter DE0255] was selected by eight indices. We
also find four weak candidates: object 2MASS J01365662+0933473 [hereafter SIMP0136] is
selected by six indices, and object 2MASS J13411160-3052505 [hereafter 2M1341], object
2MASS J00531899-3631102 [hereafter 2M0053] and object 2MASS J02572581-3105523 [here-
after 2M0257] are selected by five indices.
The next step in the empirical analysis consists on comparing our spectra with libraries of well
characterized brown dwarf template spectra. First, we degrade the resolution of our X-Shooter
spectra to the resolution of each template. Then we re-interpolate the library of brown dwarf
template spectra and X-Shooter spectra to the same grid.
As template brown dwarf spectra we use McLean et al. (2003) and Cushing et al. (2011) spectra,
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Figure 5.1: Spectra of our 22 targets after reduction. Wavelengths largely affected by telluric absorption
are removed from the figure, as well as the optical part for object Gl229B, because it is contaminated by
the flux of its companion and the optical part of 2M0144 because it is noisy.
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with a resolution of R∼ 2000, and SpeX Prism Spectral Library spectra2, with a resolution of
R ∼120. In total we consider 462 spectra from SpeX Spectral Library, plus 14 from Cushing
et al. (2011) library and 47 spectra from McLean et al. (2003) library.
In our analysis we search for the best matches to single template spectra from the SpeX library,
Cushing et al. (2011) and McLean et al. (2003) libraries and to combinations of two template
spectra from those libraries. Before comparing our X-Shooter spectra to combination of two
template spectra coming from the libraries, we calibrate their fluxes to the same distance using
the absolute magnitude-color relation published by Dupuy & Liu (2012a). To identify the best
matches to our spectra, we use a χ2 approach as explained in Cushing et al. (2008), as well as
visual inspection. We test if the fit to a binary template is significantly better than the fit to a
single template using a a one-sided F-test statistic. We use as the distribution statistic ratio:
ηS B =
min(χ2single).d fbinary
min(χ2binary).d fsingle
(5.1)
where min(χ2single) and min(χ
2
binary) are the minimum χ
2 for the best match to a single or to a
composite template, and d fbinary and d fsingle are the degrees of freedom for the binary template fit
and the single template fit. The degrees of freedom are the number of data points used in the fit
(n = 24751) minus one to account the scaling between our spectra and the template spectra. To
rule out the null hypothesis, meaning that the candidate is not a binary with a 99% confidence
level, we require ηS B > 1.03. The F-statistic rejected one of our candidates, namely: SIMP0136.
We show the best matches to our X-Shooter spectra in Appendix 5.B. In Table 5.5 we show the
best matches of our brown dwarf binary system candidates selected by the indices.
5.3.2 Finding L plus L or T plus T brown dwarf binaries
Spectroscopic identification of brown dwarf L plus L and T plus T binaries pairs has not been
as developed as that for L plus T binaries. Differences within L or T brown dwarfs of different
sub-types reside mainly in smooth changes of the spectral energy distribution. Therefore the
search for binaries with similar spectral types is challenging.
Before comparing to the set of libraries following the same method as in Section 5.3.1, we first
test the efficiency of this method to search for L plus L and T plus T binaries using synthetic
binaries. To this aim we have chosen several L and T single and not peculiar brown dwarfs
2http://pono.ucsd.edu/∼adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
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Figure 5.2: Spectral index selection. Numbers 1-22 correspond to our objects. The boxes shown with
dashed lines mark the areas where the selection criteria of Table 5.2 are valid. The red stars represent
objects satisfying more than four such criteria.
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Figure 5.3: Spectral index selection.
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Figure 5.4: Spectral index selection.
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Table 5.2: Spectral indices to select L plus T brown dwarf binary candidates.
Index Numerator Range (a) Denominator Range (a) Feature Reference
H2O-J 1140-1165 1260-1285 1150 nm H2O 1
CH4-J 1315-1340 1260-1285 1320 nm CH4 1
H2O-H 1480-1520 1560-1600 1400 nm H2O 1
CH4-H 1635-1675 1560-1600 1650 nm CH4 1
H2O-K 1975-1995 2080-2100 1900 nm H2O 1
CH4-K 2215-2255 2080-2120 2200 nm CH4 1
K/J 2060-2100 1250-1290 J − K color 1
H-dip 1610-1640 1560-1590 + 1660-1690 (b) 1650 nm CH4 2
K-slope 2.06-2.10 2.10-2.14 K-band shape/ CIA H2 3
J-slope 1.27-1.30 1.30-1.33 1.28 µm flux peak shape 4
J-curve 1.04-1.07+1.26-1.29 (c) 1.14-1.17 Curvature across J-band 4
H-bump 1.54-1.57 1.66-1.69 Slope across H-band peak 4
H2O − Y 1.04-1.07 1.14-1.17 1.15 µmH2O 4
Derived NIR SpT Near infrared spectral type (d) 1
(a) Wavelength range in nm over which flux density is integrated; (b) Denominator is the sum of the flux in the two
wavelength ranges; (c) Numerator is the sum of the two ranges; (d) Near infrared spectral type derived using
comparison to SpeX spectra.
References: [1] - Burgasser et al. (2006), [2] - Burgasser et al. (2010), [3] - Burgasser et al. (2002a), [4] - Bardalez
Gagliuffi et al. (2014a).
Table 5.3: Index criteria for the selection of potential brown dwarf binary systems
Ordinate Abscissa Inflection Points
H2O-J H2O-K (0.325,0.5),(0.65,0.7)
CH4-H CH4-K (0.6,0.35),(1,0.775)
CH4-H K/J (0.65,0.25),(1,0.375)
H2O-H H-dip (0.5,0.49),(0.875,0.49)
Spex SpT H2O-J/H2O-H (L8.5,0.925),(T1.5,0.925),(T3,0.85)
Spex SpT H2O-J/CH4-K (L8.5,0.625),(T4.5,0.825)
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Table 5.4: Delimiters for selection regions of potencial brown dwarf binary systems
Abscissa Ordinate Limits
SpT CH4-H Best fit curve: y = -4.3 x 10−4x2+0.0253x + 0.7178
H2O-J CH4-H Intersection of: -0.08x+1.09 and x = 0.90
H2O-J H-bump Intersection of: y = 0.16x+0.806 and x = 0.90
CH4-J CH4-H Intersection of: y = -0.56x + 1.41 and y = 1.04
CH4-J H-bump Intersection of: y = 1.00x + 0.24, x = 0.74 and y = 0.91
CH4-H J-slope Intersection of: y = 1.250x -0.207, x = 1.03 and y = 1.03
CH4-H J-curve Best fit curve: y = 1.245x2 - 1.565x + 2.224
CH4-H H-bump Best fit curve: y = 1.36x2 - 4.26x + 3.89
J-slope H-dip Intersection of y = 0.20x + 0.27 and x = 1.03
J-slope H-bump Intersection of: y = -2.75x + 3.84 and y = 0.91
K-slope H2O-Y Best fit curve: y = 12.036x2 -20.000x +8.973
J-curve H-bump Best fit curve: y = 0.269x2 - 1.326 + 2.479
Table 5.5: Best matches to objects selected as binary candidates by spectral indices
Binary candidate Single best match spectrum Composite best match spectrum
SD0423 SDSSJ105213.51+442255.7 (T0.5) 2MASS15150083+4847416 (L6) + SDSS125453.90-012247.4 (T2)
DE0255 SDSS085234.90+472035.0 (L9.5) SDSS103931.35+325625.5 (T1) + SDSS163030.53+434404.0 (L7)
SIMP0136 SDSS152103.24+013142 (T2) DENIS-PJ225210-173013 (L7.5, bin) + SDSSJ000013+255418 (T4.5)
2M1341 GJ1048B (L1) SDSS 175805.46+463311.9 (T6.5) + GJ1048B (L1)
2M0257 SDSSJ083806.16+195304.4 (L4.5) SDSSJ024256.98+212319.6 (L4) + SDSS2044749.61-071818.3 (T0)
2M0053 2MASSJ17461199+5034036 (L5) SDSSJ120602+281328 (T3) + Kelu-1 (L3p)
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Table 5.6: Best matches to the synthetic artificial L plus L and T plus T binary systems
Artificial binary Single best match spectrum
2M1303-4445 (L6) + DE2200-3038 (L0) 2MASS0345432+254023 (L1)
2MASS2130446-084520 (L1.5)
SD1113+3430 (L3) + DE2200-3038 (L0) 2MASS2130446-084520 (L1.5)
HD89744B (L early)
SD1219+3128 (L8) + SD1113+3430 (L3) DENIS-PJ1228-1547 (L6±2)
2MASSJ14283132+5923354 (L4)
2M1553+1532 (T7) + 2M11220-3512 (T2) SDSSJ120602+281328 (T3)
SDSS175032+175903 (T3.5)
SD0151+1244 (T1) + 2M0407+1514 (T5) SDSSJ102109-030420 (T3)
SDSS143945+304220 (T2.5)
spectra from the SpeX library. Then, we calibrated their fluxes to the same distance, using the
absolute magnitude-color relation published by Dupuy & Liu (2012a). We combined different
pairs of L brown dwarfs spectra with L brown dwarf and different pairs of T brown dwarfs spectra
with T brown dwarfs, creating L plus L and T plus T synthetic spectra of binaries. These L plus
L and T plus T brown dwarf binary pairs that can be found in the first column in Table 5.6.
We compared these artificial binary pairs to single SpeX templates and composites of two SpeX
template spectra. Our objective is to test whether synthetic L plus L and T plus T binaries can be
identified by comparing to spectral library spectra. Figures with the best matches are shown in
Appendix 5.C. In the second column of Table 5.6 we summarize best matches to artificial L plus
L and T plus T binary systems.
From this analysis, we conclude that L plus L and T plus T brown dwarfs binaries are not straight-
forward to detect just by comparing with single or composite spectral libraries. Therefore, ad-
ditional data will be necessary to find these binaries, i.e. parallaxes, high resolution imaging or
high resolution spectra. From our 22 object sample, distances for 15 objects are available in the
literature, with precision around 10%. Color-magnitude diagrams (CMD) showing J − K in the
MKO (Mauna Kea Observatory) photometric system versus absolute magnitude in the J band
are presented for these objects (Fig. 5.5). In this Figure, we plot the color-absolute magnitude
relationship by Dupuy & Liu (2012a). The two known binaries in our sample stand out over
objects with their same spectral types and other one, the young object 2M0355 is much redder as
objects of its same spectral type because of its youth. For the rest of the objects we cannot draw
clear conclusions as there are no clear outliers.
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Table 5.7: Best matches to the rest of our objects that are presumably single brown dwarfs.
Name Best match Library
LHS 102B SDSS 083506.16+195304.4 (L4.5) SpeX
2MASS J00361617+1821104 2MASS 02081833+2542533 (L1) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J01443536-0716142 2MASS 22244381-0158521 (L4.5) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J02182913-3133230 Kelu-1 (L2) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J04390101-2353083 2MASS 15150083+4847416 (L6) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J04532647-1751543 2MASS 15150083+4847416 (L6) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J05002100+0330501 2MASS 15065441+1321060 (L3) Cushing et al. (2011)
2MASS J05395200-0059019 2MASS 18131803+5101246 (L5) SpeX
2MASS J10043929-3335189 2MASS 11463449+2230527AB (L3) Cushing et al. (2011)
In Table 5.7 we report the best matches of the spectra of our objects to those of spectral libraries
McLean et al. (2003), Cushing et al. (2011) and Spex libraries. We show best matches in Ap-
pendix 5.C. In Table 5.7 we do not include those objects for which we did not find a match
to spectra from spectral libraries. For objects 2M0348 (T7), Gl229B (T7), 2M1828 (T5.5) and
2M2151 (T4) the lack of acceptable matches is probably due to the lack of late T template spec-
tra in these libraries. Objects 2M0624 (L5:) and 2M1126 (L6.5:) have peculiar spectra, so we
do not expect to find an acceptable match. Object 2M0355 (object 10) is a young brown dwarf
(Faherty et al. 2012c; Allers & Liu 2013; Gagne´ et al. 2013; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014) with a
likely age of ∼ 100 Myr, therefore we do not expect to find a spectrum in these spectral libraries
that reproduce this object’s observations.
5.4 Equivalent widths
We measured the equivalent width of a variety of alkali lines with sufficient signal-to-noise in
our spectra. The measured lines are: RbI (794.8 nm), Na I (818.3 nm), Na I (819.5 nm) and
CsI (852.0 nm) in the optical, and KI (1253 nm) in the near infrared. In Figure 5.6 we plot,
in the optical, the equivalent widths for RbI (794.8 nm) and CsI (852.0 nm) objects from Chiu
et al. (2006); Golimowski et al. (2004b); Knapp et al. (2004) and Lodieu et al. (2014, submitted)
versus their spectral types. In the near infrared, we plot equivalent widths of the KI line at
1253 nm for our objects. We overplot also field objects (Cushing et al. 2005; McLean et al.
2003), that belong to TW Hydrae Association (TWA), young companions (Allers & Liu 2007;
Bonnefoy et al. 2014), young β-dwarfs and γ-dwarfs as a comparison (Allers & Liu 2007). We
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Figure 5.5: Color-magnitude diagram showing brown dwarfs with measured parallaxes from Dupuy &
Liu (2012a) together with our targets (black). Objects have the same numbers as in Table 5.1. We overplot
the color-absolute magnitude relationship from Dupuy & Liu (2012a).
degraded all spectra in the near infrared to a resolution R∼700, which is the lowest resolution of
all the spectra for which we calculate KI (1253 nm) equivalent width. The binary candidates are
represented with black symbols.
In the optical, we observe the disappearence of the alkali elements, because of the depletion
of alkali atoms into dust condensates. The apparent strength of the Na I subordinate lines de-
creases with spectra types from the early Ls through the T dwarfs. The equivalent width of
CsI (852.0 nm) increases from L0 to L9 and it is maximum for the early T brown dwarfs, and
it weakens progressively from the early to the late T brown dwarfs. In the near infrared (see
Figure 5.7), the equivalent width of the KI (1253 nm) has two peaks at around L4 and T4, with a
minimun at about L8. This might reflect that as for the potassium, we see different atmospheric
layers for the various subtyes (Faherty et al. 2014). Object 2M0355 (object 10), has weaker alkali
lines in the optical and in the near infrared, as it is a young object (Faherty et al. 2012c; Allers
& Liu 2007; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014). We report the equivalent widths of the alkali lines for
every target in Table 5.8. We do not report the equivalent widths for those alkali lines that were
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not detected in some of the targets.
Figure 5.6: Equivalent widths of the detected alkali lines in the optical for our targets (color triangles),
binary candidates or known binaries from our sample (black triangles) and for objects with equivalent
width available in the literature (grey circles). The young object 2M0355 (number 8) is marked as well.
These equivalent widths come from Chiu et al. (2006); Golimowski et al. (2004b); Knapp et al. (2004)
and Lodieu et al. (2014, submitted to A&A).
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Table 5.8: Equivalent widths in nm for alkali lines measured in the optical and in the near infrared.
Name Rb I (794.8 nm) Na I (818.3 nm) Na I (819.5 nm) Cs I (852.0 nm) K I (1253 nm)
LHS 102B 1.19±0.01 0.31±0.01 0.38±0.01 0.69±0.01 0.79±0.01
2MASS J00361617+1821104 0.53±0.01 0.21±0.01 0.24±0.01 0.34±0.01 0.93±0.01
2MASS J00531899-3631102 0.60±0.09 0.16±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.35±0.01 0.85±0.01
SIMP 01365662+0933473 ≤0.3 0.06±0.02 ≤0.06 0.65±0.02 0.83±0.01
2MASS J01443536-0716142 0.43±0.09 0.82±0.02
2MASS J02182913-3133230 ≤0.09 0.17±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.31±0.01 0.79±0.01
DENIS-P J0255.0-4700 ≤0.18 0.13±0.01 0.19±0.02 1.04±0.02 0.45±0.01
2MASS J02572581-3105523 ≤0.54 0.15±0.05 0.53±0.03 0.54±0.01
2MASS J03480772-6022270 ≤0.46 ≤0.28 ≤0.013 0.47±0.09 0.42±0.01
2MASS J03552337+1133437 ≤0.03 0.08±0.03 0.12±0.01 0.29±0.01 0.28±0.01
SDSS J0423485-041403 0.77±0.27 0.09±0.02 0.07±0.01 0.59±0.02 0.67±0.01
2MASS J04390101-2353083 ≤0.28 0.17±0.03 0.21±0.04 0.57±0.02 0.72±0.01
2MASS J04532647-1751543 ≤0.15 0.21±0.05 0.19±0.04 0.25±0.03 0.70±0.01
2MASS J05002100+0330501 0.64±0.31 0.21±0.01 0.24±0.01 0.37±0.01 0.81±0.01
2MASS J05395200-0059019 0.83±0.03 0.19±0.01 0.20±0.02 0.54±0.01 0.89±0.01
2MASS J06244595-4521548 ≤0.61 0.16±0.02 0.19±0.03 0.48±0.02 0.70±0.01
Gl 229B 0.24±0.01
2MASS J10043929-3335189 0.75±0.30 0.18±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.40±0.02 0.85±0.01
2MASS J11263991-5003550 0.75±0.21 0.22±0.01 0.24±0.02 0.45±0.02 1.05±0.01
2MASS J13411160-3052505 0.37±0.28 0.19±0.02 0.25±0.01 0.21±0.01 0.64±0.01
2MASS J18283572-4849046 0.60±0.07 0.71±0.01
2MASS J21513839-4853542 0.55±0.16 0.98±0.01
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Figure 5.7: Equivalent widths of the KI alkali line at 1253 nm of our objects (red stars), and binary
candidates or known binaries of our sample (black stars), compared to the equivalent widths of field
brown dwarf, young companions, young brown dwarfs (β and γ dwarfs) and members of the TW Hydrae
Association (TWA). The young object 2M0355 (number 8) is also marked.
5.5 Comparison to synthetic spectra
In this section, we compare the optical and near-infrared spectra of our objects, to predictions
from BT-Settl atmospheric models (?Allard et al. 2007, 2011), excepting brown dwarf binary
candidates and objects with low signal to noise. We derive atmospheric parameters of the objects
and to reveal non-reproducibilities of the models. The models are described in Allard et al. (2011,
2012a,c).
We selected subgrids of synthetic spectra with 400 K≤ Te f f ≤ 3000 K, 3.5 ≤ log g ≤ 5.5 and
metallicities of +0.0 and +0.3, which are the metallicities for which the latest version of the BT-
Settl models are available. The solar metallicity is based on metallicities calculated by Caffau
et al. (2011). The spacing of the model grid is 50 K and 0.5 dex in log g. Effective temperature,
gravity, metallicity and alpha element enhancement are described in the model name strings as
lte-LOGG+[M/H]a+[ALPHA/H].
The BT-Settl 2014 synthetic spectra were smoothed to the resolution of X-Shooter. The models
were then reinterpolated on the X-Shooter wavelength grid. The spectra were normalized using
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the same method than in Section 5.3 and explained in Cushing et al. (2008). The results from
the fit were always double checked visually. The atmospheric parameters corresponding to the
best fit models are reported in Table 5.9. The parameters Teff, log g, and [M/H] have minimum
uncertainties of 50 K, and 0.5 dex respectively. These errors correspond to the sampling of the
atmospheric parameters of the model grids. In Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 we show the best fit of the
synthetic spectra to our targets. We avoid the following objects to test models: binary candidates
(2M1341, DE0255, SIMP0136, 2M0053, 2M0257), known binaries (LHS102B, SD0423), noisy
spectra (2M0144) or targets with known nearby objects that may contaminate the spectra, like in
the case of Gl229B.
The CH4 and the FeH molecules opacities are still incomplete in the new BT-Settl 2014 models.
Methane line opacities are based on the semi-empirical list of Homeier et al. (2003), which is
highly incomplete in the H band and only supplemented with a small set of room-temperature
transitions for the Y and J bands. Iron hydride causes absorption features through the F 4∆−X 4∆
system between 650 and 1600 nm, but in addition to this Hargreaves et al. (2010) identified
significant opacity contributions from the A 4Π − A 4Π system, which is not yet included in the
list of FeH lines available to PHOENIX. This explains that the H-band is not well reproduced for
any of the L or T brown dwarf spectra, and also the J band in the case of T brown dwarfs. For
three of the L brown dwarfs, the best match is found for log g= 5.5, with solar metallicity, four
of the L brown dwarfs have best matches with log g= 5.0, but [M/H] = +0.3.
Best matches to the BT-Setll models are shown in Fig. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. There are two of
the L brown dwarfs that have best matches with low gravity models, 2M0355 and 2M0624.
Object 2M0355 is known previously to be young (Cruz et al. 2009b; Allers & Liu 2007; Zapatero
Osorio et al. 2014), so we expect gravity to be lower, therefore, the result given by the models is
consistent. There are no references of youth for object 2M0624. Best matches to T brown dwarfs
are always to solar metalicity models. The best match to object 2M1828 is to a model with high
gravity.
5.6 Revised properties
In this section we aim at revisiting the properties of some of our targets taking into account the
results of Section 5.3 and Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.8: Best matches to BT-Settl models 2014. Effective temperature, gravity, metallicity and alpha
element enhancement are described in the model name strings as lte-LOGG+[M/H]a+[ALPHA/H]. The
flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.9: Best matches to BT-Settl models 2014. Effective temperature, gravity, metallicity and alpha
element enhancement are described in the model name strings as lte-LOGG+[M/H]a+[ALPHA/H]. The
flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.10: Best matches to BT-Settl models 2014. Effective temperature, gravity, metallicity and alpha
element enhancement are described in the model name strings as lte-LOGG+[M/H]a+[ALPHA/H]. The
flux is F(λ).
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Table 5.9: Atmospheric parameters corresponding to the best fit spectra or synthetic fluxes for our targets.
We give Te f f /log g/[M/H].
Name Teff log g [M/H]
2MASS J00361617+1821104 1800±100 5.5±0.5 +0.0
2MASS J02182913-3133230 1800±100 5.0±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J03480772-6022270 950±100 5.0±0.5 +0.0
2MASS J03552337+1133437 1700±100 4.0±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J04390101-2353083 1800±100 5.0±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J05002100+0330501 1800±100 5.0±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J05395200-0059019 1800±100 5.5±0.5 +0.0
2MASS J06244595-4521548 1700±100 4.5±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J10043929-3335189 1800±100 5.0±0.5 +0.3
2MASS J11263991-5003550 1900±100 5.5±0.5 +0.0
2MASS J18283572-4849046 1100±100 5.5±0.5 +0.0
2MASS J21513839-4853542 1100±100 5.0±0.5 +0.0
Grid sample in Teff is 50 K and in log g is 0.5 dex.
5.6.1 SIMP 01365662+0933473
SIMP 0136 was discovered by Artigau et al. (2006) in the SIMP (Sondage Infrarouge de Mou-
vement Propre) near infrared proper motion survey, and it was classified as a T2.5. Goldman
et al. (2008) searched for companions using high resolution imaging with NACO at VLT with
sensitivity of 0.2” (1-40 au), but no companions were found. Artigau et al. (2009) detected
photometric variability in the J and K bands with a modulation of ∼2.4 h and an amplitude of
50 mmag. Radigan et al. (2012) calculated the amplitude of the variability for a object similar
to SIMP 0136 (2MASS J21392676+0220226, T1.5) if it were produced by a companion. The
variability in that case would be much smaller than the variability found. Apai et al. (2013) ex-
plained this variability as a mixture of thick and thin patchy iron and silicate clouds covering the
surface of the object.
In Section 5.3.1 we used the indices by Burgasser et al. (2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi
et al. (2014b) to select potential L plus T brown dwarf binary candidates. Object SIMP 0136 was
selected as a brown dwarf binary candidate, but it was rejected by a F-statistic analysis. These
indices are suitable to select peculiar spectral characteristics that appear usually in binary L plus
T brown dwarf spectra. However, if variability is produced by a mixture of thick and thin clouds
in the brown dwarf atmosphere, similar peculiar spectral characteristics would appear in brown
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dwarf spectra. We also compared our X-Shooter spectra with several single and composite of
brown dwarf spectra of several spectral libraries (McLean et al. (2003), Cushing et al. (2011)
and Spex) and we found a best match with SDSS152103.24+013142.7 (T2) (see Fig. 5.13),
which is compatible with the rejected binary hyphotesis by the F-test.
A preliminary parallax of 166.2 ± 2.92 mas for SIMP 0136 was obtained from the NPARSEC
program (ESO program 186.C-0756, Smart et al. 2013). Using this parallax, we placed the
object in a CMD diagram together with objects published in Dupuy & Liu (2012a) (see Fig. 5.5)
and we compared to objects of similar spectral type. We do not find significant overluminosity
for this object, i. e. oveluminosity of more than ∼0.8 mag within the error bars. This contradicts
the hypothesis of similar spectral type binaries (see Fig. 5.5).
5.6.2 DENIS-P J0255.0-4700
Object DE0255 was discovered by Martı´n et al. (1999) and it was classified as a peculiar L6.
Koen et al. (2005a) reported evidence of variability in different timescales (1.7 and 5 h). Morales-
Caldero´n et al. (2006) concluded that DE0255 may vary with a 7.4 h period at 4.5 µm, but it does
not at 8 µm. Other groups did not see variability (Koen et al. 2005b). Costa et al. (2006) reported
absolute parallax for this object: pi = 201.37± 3.89 mas. Burgasser et al. (2008) classified this
object in the optical as a L8 and in the near infrared as a L9. Finally, Reid et al. (2008a) searched
for multiplicity for this object using high-resolution NICMOS NIC1 camera imaging on the
Hubble Space Telescope but found no evidence of multiplicity.
In Section 5.3.1, DE0255 was selected as a weak candidate L plus T binary using Burgasser et al.
(2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014b) indices. We compared DE0255 near infrared
X-Shooter spectra to single and composite spectra from McLean et al. (2003), Cushing et al.
(2011) and Spex libraries and found reliable matches to single late L spectra and to composite
spectra of late L plus early T spectra (see Fig. 5.12).
Using the Costa et al. (2006) published parallax for this object, we plot this object in a CMD
diagram together with objects published in Dupuy & Liu (2012a) (see Fig. 5.5), as done for
SIMP0136 previously, and no overluminosity is found.
5.6.3 2MASS J13411160-3052505
Object 2M1341 was discovered by Reid et al. (2008a) using 2MASS data. Faherty et al. (2009b)
published its distance: 24±2 pc. Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) classified it as a L2 with a peculiar
spectrum. Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014b) compared to several SpeX templates and concluded
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that this objects could be a L1.2±0.3 plus a T6.3±1.0.
In Section 5.3.1, object 2M1341 was selected as a weak candidate L plus T binary using Bur-
gasser et al. (2006, 2010); Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a) indices. We compared the 2M1341
X-Shooter near infrared spectrum to McLean et al. (2003), Cushing et al. (2011) and Spex li-
braries and the best matches to this object were composite spectra of L plus T brown dwarf
spectra: SDSS 175805.46+463311.9 (T6.5) + GJ1048B (L1) or 2MASS 1217110-031113 (T7)
+ GJ1048B (L1). However, none of the matches are able to fully reproduce features in the H and
K bands. No overluminosity is found for this object when we plot it in the CMD.
5.6.4 2MASS J00531899-3631102
The object 2M0053 was discovered by Reid et al. (2008c) in a 2MASS survey. Kirkpatrick et al.
(2008) obtained its optical spectra and classified as a L3.5.
This object was selected by Burgasser et al. (2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a)
indices as a weak brown dwarf binary candidate. After comparing to all libray spectra from Spex,
Cushing et al. (2005) and McLean et al. (2003), we found a best match to single and composite
templates. The best match to a single spectra is 2MASS J17461199+5034036 (L5). The best
match to a composite spectra is a combination of SDSS120602.51 (T3) and Kelu-1 (L3). Best
matches can be found in Fig. 5.16. There is not parallax for this object, so we cannot confirm or
refute if this object is a binary.
5.6.5 2MASS J02572581-3105523
The object 2M0257 was discovered by Reid et al. (2008c) in a 2MASS survey. Kirkpatrick et al.
(2008) obtained its optical spectra and classified as a L8. Marocco et al. (2013b) provided its
trigonometric parallax: pi = 99.7±6.7 mas.
This object was selected by spectral indices as a weak brown dwarf binary candidate. The
comparison with single and composite template spectra from SpeX, Cushing et al. (2005) and
McLean et al. (2003) libraries give as best match a combination of two spectra: 2MASS0028208+224905
(L7) and SDSS1044749.61-071818.3 (T0). The best match for this object is available in Fig.
5.15. Nevertheless, when we compare with objects of similar spectral type in a color-magnitude
diagram (see Fig. 5.5), no overluminosity is found.
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5.7 Very low mass binary fraction
The last update in the very low mass spectral binary fraction was published by Bardalez Gagliuffi
et al. (2014a). They reported a summary of all confirmed and candidate spectral binaries discov-
ered to date, with spectral types from M7 to T3. There are 34 very low mass spectral binaries
and candidates, and ten of them have been confirmed by various methods: direct imaging, radial
velocity or astrometric variability. We provide five brown dwarf binary candidates, two of them
confirmed using imaging method. This increases the number of very low mass binary candidates
by 15%.
In our sample of 22 objects, we find 5 very low mass binary candidates, from which 2 of them
are confirmed and one more, LHS 102B is a L4.5 known brown dwarf binary. We find that
27±11% of the L and T objects in our sample may be unresolved binary candidates with one
L and one T possible members, which corresponds to a mass ratio of q ≥ 0.2 for an age of a
few Gyr (expected for most investigated objects). This percentage agrees with previous results
(Burgasser 2007; Goldman et al. 2008; Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. 2014a). Our work does not
explore smaller mass ratios. It is necessary to consider that employing Burgasser et al. (2006,
2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a) method, we are not detecting similar spectral type
low mass binaries, i.e. L plus L and T plus T binaries. In this case, we miss systems that are
closer than 3-4 au, as high imaging resolution does not have enough resolution. Therefore, the
only method left to detect similar spectral type binaries would be astrometric variability or radial
velocity monitoring.
5.8 Conclusions
We observed and analyzed 22 optical and near infrared medium resolution VLT/X-Shooter spec-
tra of brown dwarfs with spectral types between L3 and T7. Our sample has peculiar spectral
characteristics or different classifications in the optical and in the near infrared. Two objects from
our sample are known binaries, that allow us to test our analysis.
Using Burgasser et al. (2006, 2010) and Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2014a) method, we selected
six objects as potential L plus T binary candidates: SIMP0136 (T2.5), SD0423 (T0, known
binary), DE0255 (L9) and 2M1341 (L3, peculiar spectra), 2M0053 (L4) and 2M0257 (L8.5). We
compared these six objects with spectral libraries of field brown dwarfs (McLean et al. (2003);
Cushing et al. (2011) and Spex) and composite spectra of these libraries. Object SIMP0136 was
discarded as a brown dwarf binary candidate using a one-sided F-test.
We also examined the possibility to find L plus L or T plus T brown dwarfs binaries using a com-
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parison to spectral libraries. As they are not remarkable differences in the spectral characteristics
within subtypes of the same spectral type, apart from the SED, we are not able to find L plus L
or T plus T brown dwarfs binary systems using this method. Additional data, such as parallax
measurements, high-resolution imaging or high resolution spectra are necessary in order to find
these systems.
We measured the equivalent width of alkali lines with good signal to noise in the optical and in
the near infrared spectra. We conclude that in the transition from L to T spectral types, the Na I
doublet in the optical is the first to dissapear, while the other alkalines are present in the optical
and near infrared in the whole L to T spectral types.
We re-calculated the very low mass binary fraction. Including the results from this work, we in-
crease the fraction of candidates to spectral binaries in approximately 15%. We find that 27±11%
of the L and T objects in our sample may be unresolved binary candidates with one L and one
T possible members, which corresponds to a mass ratio of q ≥ 0.2 for an age of a few Gyr (ex-
pected for most investigated objects). This percentage agrees with previous results. Our work
does not explore smaller mass ratios.
BT-Settl models 2014 are able to reproduce the majority of the SEDs of our objects in the optical
and in the near infrared. Nonetheless, these models usually fail to reproduce the shape of the H-
band, due to incomplete opacities for the FeH molecule in BT-Settl 2014 models. Best matches
to models give a range of effective temperatures between 950 K and 1900 K, a range of gravities
between 4.0 and 5.5. Some best matches correspond to supersolar metallicity.
The optical and near infrared spectra reported in this paper will serve as templates for future stud-
ies in any of these wavelengths. In the near future, the Gaia satellite will release high precision
parallaxes of more than one billion of objects in the Milky Way, including hundreds of brown
dwarfs. These parallaxes will allow us to detect the overluminosity of brown dwarf binaries.
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5.A Observing log
Table 5.10: Observing log: DIT is the integration time in each position of the slit, and NDIT is the number
of exposures.
Name Date Arm DIT (s) NINT Seeing (”) Airmass Notes
LHS102B October 16, 2009 NIR 300 4 1.0 1.05
LHS102B October 16, 2009 VIS 290 4 1.0 1.05
Hip000349 October 16, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.16 1.06 B9V Telluric Standard
Hip000349 October 16, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.16 1.06 B9V Telluric Standard
2M J0036+1821 November 7, 2009 NIR 300 4 1.1 1.4
2M J0036+1821 November 7, 2009 VIS 290 4 1.1 1.4
Hip112022 November 7, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.4 1.5 B2IV Telluric Standard
Hip112022 November 7, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.4 1.5 B2IV Telluric Standard
2M J0053-3631 October 16, 2009 NIR 300 4 1.4 1.05
2M J0053-3631 October 16, 2009 VIS 290 4 1.4 1.05
Hip000349 October 16, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.15 1.01 B9V Telluric Standard
Hip000349 October 16, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.15 1.01 B9V Telluric Standard
SIMP J0136+0933 December 14, 2009 NIR 300 4 0.9 1.2
SIMP J0136+0933 December 14, 2009 VIS 290 4 0.9 1.2
Hip021576 December 14, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.1 1.05 B3V Telluric Standard
Hip021576 December 14, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.1 1.05 B3V Telluric Standard
2M J0144-0716 December 14, 2009 NIR 300 4 1.05 1.15
2M J0144-0716 December 14, 2009 VIS 290 4 1.05 1.15
Hip021576 December 14, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.05 1.15 B6V Telluric Standard
Hip021576 December 14, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.05 1.15 B6V Telluric Standard
2M J0218-3133 January 4, 2010 NIR 300 4 1.05 1.15
2M J0218-3133 January 4, 2010 VIS 290 4 1.05 1.15
Hip009534 January 4, 2010 NIR 5 1 0.68 1.1 B6V Telluric Standard
Hip009534 January 4, 2010 VIS 6 1 0.68 1.1 B6V Telluric Standard
DE J0255-4700 October 17, 2009 NIR 300 4 2.2 1.14
DE J0255-4700 October 17, 2009 VIS 290 4 2.2 1.14
Hip009549 October 17, 2009 NIR 5 1 2.2 1.2 B6V Telluric Standard
Hip009549 October 17, 2009 VIS 6 1 2.2 1.2 B6V Telluric Standard
2M J0348-6022 October 16, 2009 NIR 300 12 1.7 1.3
2M J0348-6022 October 16, 2009 VIS 290 12 1.7 1.3
Hip012389 October 16, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.7 1.3 B8V Telluric Standard
Hip012389 October 16, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.7 1.3 B8V Telluric Standard
2M J0355+1133 December 21, 2009 NIR 300 4 0.92 1.2
2M J0355+1133 December 21, 2009 VIS 290 4 0.92 1.2
Hip023060 December 21, 2009 NIR 5 1 0.92 1.2 B2V Telluric Standard
Hip023060 December 21, 2009 VIS 6 1 0.92 1.2 B2V Telluric Standard
SD J0423-0414 December 26, 2009 NIR 300 4 0.8 1.4
SD J0423-0414 December 26, 2009 VIS 290 4 0.8 1.4
Hip020424 December 26, 2009 NIR 5 1 0.7 1.4 B9V Telluric Standard
Hip030175 December 26, 2009 VIS 6 1 0.9 1.4 B6.5 Telluric Standard
2M J0439-2353 December 21, 2009 NIR 300 5 1.4 1.0
2M J0439-2353 December 21, 2009 VIS 290 5 1.4 1.0
Hip018926 December 21, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.4 1.0 B3V Telluric Standard
Hip018926 December 21, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.4 1.0 B3V Telluric Standard
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Table 5.11: Observing log: DIT is the integration time in each position of the slit, and NDIT is the number
of exposures.
Name Date Arm DIT (s) NINT Seeing (”) Airmass Notes
2M J0453-1751 December 21, 2009 NIR 300 8 1.1 1.1
2M J0453-1751 December 21, 2009 VIS 290 8 1.1 1.1
Hip023060 December 21, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.1 1.1 B2V Telluric Standard
Hip023060 December 21, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.1 1.1 B2V Telluric Standard
2M J0500+0330 February 05, 2010 NIR 300 4 0.7 1.1
2M J0500+0330 February 05, 2010 VIS 290 4 0.7 1.1
Hip037623 February 05, 2010 NIR 5 1 0.7 1.1 B5V Telluric Standard
Hip037623 February 05, 2010 VIS 6 1 0.7 1.1 B5V Telluric Standard
SD J0539-0059 January 17, 2010 NIR 300 4 0.7 1.1
SD J0539-0059 January 17, 2010 VIS 290 4 0.7 1.1
Hip033007 January 17, 2010 NIR 5 1 0.7 1.1 B4V Telluric Standard
Hip033007 January 17, 2010 VIS 6 1 0.7 1.1 B4V Telluric Standard
Gl229B December 14, 2009 NIR 300 4 1.2 1.4
Gl229B December 14, 2009 VIS 290 4 1.2 1.4
Hip044786 December 14, 2009 NIR 5 1 1.2 1.4 B6V Telluric Standard
Hip044786 December 14, 2009 VIS 6 1 1.2 1.4 B6V Telluric Standard
2M J0624-4521 December 16, 2009 NIR 300 5 0.8 1.4
2M J0624-4521 December 16, 2009 VIS 290 5 0.8 1.4
Hip030175 December 16, 2009 NIR 5 5 0.8 1.4 B9.5V Telluric Standard
Hip030175 December 16, 2009 VIS 6 5 0.8 1.4 B9.5V Telluric Standard
2M J1004-3335 February 5, 2010 NIR 300 4 0.9 1.0
2M J1004-3335 February 5, 2010 VIS 290 4 0.9 1.0
Hip057861 February 5, 2010 NIR 5 1 0.9 1.0 B5V Telluric Standard
Hip057861 February 5, 2010 VIS 6 1 0.9 1.0 B5V Telluric Standard
2M J1126-5003 February 4, 2010 NIR 300 4 1.6 1.1
2M J1126-5003 February 4, 2010 VIS 290 4 1.6 1.1
Hip073345 February 4, 2010 NIR 5 4 1.6 1.1 B5V Telluric Standard
Hip073345 February 4, 2010 VIS 6 4 1.6 1.1 B5V Telluric Standard
2M J2151-4853 May 08, 2010 NIR 300 10 1.4 1.2
2M J2151-4853 May 08, 2010 VIS 290 10 1.4 1.2
Hip111085 May 08, 2010 NIR 5 10 1.4 1.2 B9V Telluric Standard
Hip111085 May 08, 2010 VIS 6 10 1.4 1.2 B9V Telluric Standard
2M J1341-3052 June 02, 2010 NIR 300 10 0.7 1.0
2M J1341-3052 June 02, 2010 VIS 290 10 0.7 1.0
Hip068124 June 02, 2010 NIR 5 10 0.7 1.0 B9V Telluric Standard
Hip068124 June 02, 2010 VIS 6 10 0.7 1.0 B9V Telluric Standard
2M J1828-4849 June 06, 2010 NIR 300 10 1.5 1.4
2M J1828-4849 June 06, 2010 VIS 290 10 1.5 1.4
Hip092687 June 06, 2010 NIR 5 1 1.5 1.4 B4III Telluric Standard
Hip092687 June 06, 2010 VIS 6 1 1.5 1.4 B4III Telluric Standard
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Figure 5.11: Best match for object SD0423 (T0) using single (upper plot) and composite spectra (lower
plot) from SpeX library. We show in black our X-Shooter spectra. In the upper plot, the blue spectrum
belongs to the best single match. In the lower plot, we show in red the composite spectrum, in green the
spectrum of the primary and in blue the spectra of the secondary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.12: Best matches for object DE0255 (L9) using single and composite spectra from SpeX library.
We show in black our X-Shooter spectra in both plots. In the upper plot, we show the best match to single
spectrum in blue. In the lower plot, we show the red best match composite SpeX spectra, in green SpeX
primary and in blue the SpeX secondary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.13: Best matches for object SIMP0136 (T2.5) to single and composite spectra. In black our
smooth X-Shooter spectrum. In the upper plot, we show the best match to a single spectra in blue. In the
lower plot, we show in red the best match to a composite spectra. in green SpeX primary and in blue the
SpeX secondary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.14: Best matches for object 2M1341 (L2, peculiar) to single and composite spectra from SpeX.
Our spectra is shown in black. In the upper plot, we show the best match to a single spectra in blue. In the
lower plot, we show in red the best match to a composite spectra. in green SpeX primary and in blue the
SpeX secondary. The flux is F(λ).
5.B Best matches to potential L plus T binaries
5.C Synthetic L plus L or T plus T best matches to template
spectra
5.D Best matches rest of objects
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Figure 5.15: Best matches for object 2M0257 to single and composite spectra from SpeX. Our spectra is
shown in black. In the upper plot, we show the best match to a single spectra in blue. In the lower plot, we
show in red the best match to a composite spectra. in green SpeX primary and in blue the SpeX secondary.
The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.16: Best matches for object 2M0053 to single and composite spectra from SpeX. Our spectra is
shown in black. In the upper plot, we show the best match to a single spectra in blue. In the lower plot, we
show in red the best match to a composite spectra. in green SpeX primary and in blue the SpeX secondary.
The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.17: Best matches for a L0 (DENIS-PJ220002.05-303832.9B) +
L3 (SDSSJ111320.16+343057.9) synthetic binary. We show the synthetic binary in black, the
best matches in blue and residuals in green. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.18: Best matches for a L0 (DENIS-PJ220002.05-303832.9B) + L6 (2MASSJ01303563) syn-
thetic binary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.19: Best matches for a L3 (SDSSJ111320.16+343057.9) + L8 (SDSSJ121951.45+312849.4)
synthetic binary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.20: Best matches for a T1 (SDSSJ015141.69+124429.6) + T5 (2MASSJ04070885+1514565)
synthetic binary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.21: Best matches for a T7 (2MASSIJ1553022+153236) + T2 (2MASSJ11220826-3512363)
synthetic binary. The flux is F(λ).
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Figure 5.22: Best matches of our objects to spectra from spectral libraries listed in Table 5.7. The flux is
F(λ).
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Figure 5.23: Best matches of our objects to spectra from spectral libraries listed in Table 5.7. The flux is
F(λ).
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Figure 5.24: Best matches of our objects to spectra from spectral libraries listed in Table 5.7. The flux is
F(λ).
Summary and Future Work
The initial mass function determines the evolution of a population of stars and provides inputs for
the constraint of the star formation theory. Since 1955 several authors have tried to measure the
initial mass function in the stellar regime: Salpeter (1955), Miller & Scalo (1979), Kroupa (2001)
and Chabrier (2003). Apart from Chabrier (2003), all measurements for the initial mass function
have been limited to the stellar regime. The mass and the composition of a star determine its
radius, luminosity and evolution in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Therefore, if we know
the initial mass function of a population for stars with similar composition, we can determine
the evolution of this population. The empirical determination of the initial mass function in the
substellar regime is one of the open problems in astrophysics.
Objects with masses below 75MJup are not able to sustain hydrogen fusion, therefore they never
reach the main sequence. For these objects, their spectral types do not constrain masses and
ages, so these two physical characteristics are degenerate for brown dwarfs. As objects with
masses below 75MJup evolve, they cool down with time, thus, the determination of the initial
mass function in the substellar regime becomes complicated.
In order to improve the determination of the initial mass function in the substellar regime, a
proper physical characterization of brown dwarfs is necessary, but also an improvement of at-
mospheric and evolutionary models, which requires in the end the empirical characterization of
brown dwarfs.
During this PhD thesis I characterized a sample of brown dwarfs using different techniques:
In Chapter 3, based on Manjavacas et al. (2013), we calculated absolute distances for six late-T
brown dwarfs with spectral types between T2.5 and T8 and photometric distances smaller than
25 pc. Parallax is a direct measurement that allow us to identify the effect of secondary param-
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eters in brown dwarf atmospheres, like metallicity, gravity, binarity etc. To calculate absolute
distances, we observed our objects in the near infrared for 27 months using Omega2000 at the
3.5 m telescope in Calar Alto, Spain. For every epoch, we calculated the position for our tar-
gets with respect to the rest of the sources in the field, and the offset of the target with respect
the first epoch. This allow us to calculate the apparent trajectory of our objects and derive the
relative parallax for each object, calculated using field stars as a reference frame. Nevertheless,
field stars in our images have measurable parallaxes, as they are relatively close to the Earth,
although further than our targets. To estimate the average value of the parallax for the field stars,
we identified extragalactic sources in our fields, and we calculated the average of the parallax
of the field stars with respect to extragalactic sources. Finally, we calculated absolute parallaxes
for our objects with a precision between 5% and 9%. We plot our objects in a color-magnitude
diagram with other brown dwarfs with known parallaxes. We calculated the luminosity for all
targets and we found that the photometric distance and the trigonometric distance for one of our
targets was not consistent. This disagreement suggests that this object might be a binary system.
In Chapter 4, based on Manjavacas et al. (2014), we sought to confirm the youth of a selected
sample of seven M-L transition brown dwarfs. Young brown dwarfs usually have lower gravity
compared to their older counterparts, as they are still contracting. Low gravity modifies brown
dwarf spectra: they are redder in the near infrared, their alkali lines are weaker and their H-bands
have a triangular shape. We acquired near infrared spectroscopy of these objects using ISAAC
at the VLT. We test the youth of our targets in several manners: first, we compared their spectra
with other well-characterized brown dwarf spectra. These comparison spectra belong to young
brown dwarfs, field brown dwarfs and young companion brown dwarfs. We found matches to
young brown dwarfs or young companion brown dwarfs for most of our targets. Object 2M2322
had a better match to a planetary-mass companion. Second, we calculated the equivalent widths
of alkali lines for our objects and for the comparison spectra from the libraries. All targets beside
one, EROS-MP 0032, had equivalent widths consistent with young objects. Gagne´ et al. (2013)
calculated the probability of EROS-MP 0032 belonging to a young moving group, and found
EROS-MP 0032 belong to β-Pictoris moving group (23±3 Myr, Mamajek & Bell (2014)) with
91.8% confidence. Nevertheless, spectral characteristics of this object are not typical for such
a young age. In the last part of Chapter 4, we test if the BT-Settl 2010 and 2013 are able to
reproduce the spectra of such young objects in the M-L transition. In many cases the spectra
were better reproduced by models with super-solar metallicity, pointing to a lack of dust in the
models. A modification of the sedimentation rate might solve this problem.
In Chapter 5, based on Manjavacas et al. (2014b, submitted), we searched for brown dwarf bi-
naries, in order to refine the completeness of the brown dwarf binarity fraction. The refinement
of the binary fraction may help to understand the substellar formation mechanisms. We obtained
X-Shooter spectra at the VLT in the optical and in the near infrared of 22 brown dwarfs with
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spectral types between L3 and T7. We searched for brown dwarf binaries with different spectral
types using spectral indices. We also compared our spectra to spectra of single brown dwarfs,
and to spectra of artificial binaries constructed using spectra of two single brown dwarfs of dif-
ferent spectral types. We attempted to search for potential brown dwarf binaries with similar
spectral type by comparing these spectra to single spectra and spectra of artificial binaries, and
we conclude that we cannot find similar spectral type brown dwarf binaries using this method.
We also calculated the equivalent widths of alkali lines of our targets in the optical and the near
infrared and we compared them with the equivalent widths of other brown dwarfs from spectral
libraries. We conclude that, in general, there is no significant difference between the equivalent
widths of alkali lines of binary candidates and the rest of the sample. In order to find similar
spectral type brown dwarf binaries, either radial velocities or parallaxes are needed.
In this PhD thesis, I contributed to the physical characterization of 35 brown dwarfs in total,
deriving distances using trigonometric parallaxes, estimating ages through the study of young
brown dwarf spectra and searching for close binaries to better constrain the brown dwarf binary
fraction. Parallaxes allow us to discover binary systems and to potentially establish moving group
membership for brown dwarfs, constraining ages. The study of young brown dwarf spectra and
the refinement of the brown dwarf binary fraction shed light into the mechanisms that form brown
dwarfs. The results of this PhD thesis, will therefore contribute to the determination of the initial
mass function in the substellar regime.
In the last years, the first Y brown dwarfs, with estimated temperatures of few hundreds of
kelvins, have been discovered. Nevertheless, they are so faint, that spectra with even moderate
resolution are difficult to obtain. Atmospheric models claim that water should be present in their
atmospheres, but this fact has not yet been confirmed by observations. With the discovery of
Y-dwarfs, the missing link between stars and planets has been found. Furthermore, the frontier
between exoplanets and brown dwarfs have been also blurred, as some exoplanets and young
brown dwarfs share common spectral characteristics, as is the case object 2MASSJ232252.99.
In summer 2016, trigonometric distances for hundreds of brown dwarfs will become available
with the first Gaia data release. Gaia distances will be essential to calculate luminosities, to
discover brown dwarf binaries, refine the binary fraction and constrain the formation mechanisms
through which brown dwarfs form. Gaia parallaxes will allow us to improve the kinematics of
these objects, and establish moving group membership for these objects, constraining ages at the
same time.
In fall 2018 the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will be launched. JWST will provide near
infrared imaging and spectroscopy from the 0.6 µm to 5 µm, allowing the scientific community
to obtain high quality imaging and spectra from space in the wavelength range which brown
dwarfs emit most of their flux.
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In 2022, the 39.3 m European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) will revolutionize all the
fields of Astronomy. The E-ELT will have several instruments that will be particularly important
in brown dwarf science: specifically, METIS (mid-infrared imager and spectrograph) and MI-
CADO (diffraction-limited near infrared camera). These instruments will enable high resolution
spectroscopy of brown dwarfs in the infrared.
Finally, in 2024, PLATO (PLanetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) satellite will be launched.
The main objective of PLATO will be searching for Earth-sized planets and super-Earths in the
habitable zone around solar-type stars, measure solar oscillation in the host stars of exoplanets
and measure oscillations of classical pulsators. Nevertheless, PLATO will also be able to measure
variability in brown dwarfs and giant planets with enough accuracy to study the atmospheres of
these objects.
These future instruments will help, therefore, to break the mass-age degeneracy in brown dwarfs,
which will provide inputs to test evolutionary and atmospheric models and constraining the initial
mass function in the substellar regime.
In the next years, brown dwarf science will likely progress quickly due to these upcoming instru-
ments, likely shedding light on many as yet unsolved questions in the field.
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